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Introduction

Re-centering on Jesus
“The simple intention of our people,” wrote Carl Lundquist
to the congregations of the Baptist General Conference in
1959, “is that its college is to be Christocentric.” Five years
into his nearly three-decade tenure as Bethel president,
Lundquist affirmed that
the unifying center of the academic program is neither
Truth nor the Pursuit of Truth but is Jesus Christ Himself.
Ultimately, in our Christian view, Truth and Christ are
one, and the important thing about Truth is that it ought
to point to Christ. This view is like a plumb line in rightly
relating all the elements of our campus life to one another.
So as Bethel completes its 150th year of existence, it
seemed to us a good moment to reflect together on what
it means that our university — its mission, its curriculum,
its community — is Christocentric: centered on Jesus.
You’d think I could hardly forget that truth: the
walk to and from my office regularly takes me past
a painting of the Crucifixion by artist Steve Hawley.
But far more often than not, I hurtle by that canvas on
my hurried way up or down the Clausen Center stairwell.
Caught up in my work and my worries, I rarely pause for
even a moment to re-center myself before that striking
image of Jesus.
So if you’re anything like me in that respect, it’s well that
the Church has traditionally set aside this time of year
as a season of re-centering. For these forty days of Lent

and into Holy Week, Christians follow Jesus to the Cross,
contemplating the brokenness and mortality we’d rather
ignore, and then to the Empty Tomb, rejoicing at the new
life made so abundantly available by God’s grace.
To help us keep that focus along the Lenten way, many
of us spend these weeks practicing prayer, study, and
the other spiritual disciplines that were so central to
Carl Lundquist’s life. (He collected books on spiritual
formation and edited a newsletter on that topic after
retiring from Bethel.) And so the faculty of Bethel
University offer this devotional as a resource to help you
re-center on Jesus this Lent.
Day by day, from Ash Wednesday through Easter Sunday,
we invite you to join us in reading and reflecting on the
Bible and praying to God. In the process, we hope you not
only encounter Jesus Christ anew, but that you see more
clearly how he stands at the center of our teaching and
learning, our inquiry and service, and all other “elements
of our campus life” in all units of Bethel.
Moreover, I hope that you experience the “dual focus” that
an older Lundquist discovered on his six-month sabbatical
pilgrimage to Christian spiritual centers. Seeking to
understand how “devotional growth” could “give focus to
intellectual growth,” he learned how inner contemplation
enables external service, how “social action — tender,
loving care [becomes] a normative expression of personal
devotion to Christ.”


On that 1976 sabbatical, Lundquist was astonished
by the prevalence of art in the spiritual life of the
Catholic, Protestant, and ecumenical communities he
visited. So let me add a few words about the images
illustrating this booklet.
More than any other artist, you’ll see the work of Stewart
Luckman, the legendary Bethel sculpture professor
who died in 2020. For the cover of a devotional that
builds towards Crucifixion and Resurrection, we chose
Luckman’s marble meditation on two elemental forces
of life: “Birth and Death” (found in the Alumni Lounge
on BC 4th floor). And at the top of each reflection that
follows, you’ll find “Apifany (Aunque Es De Noche).”
Created by Luckman with several of his students,
including current Bethel art professor Ken Steinbach,
“Apifany” stands at the center of the Prayer Chapel
by Benson Great Hall. “The crux of the piece is Jesus’
humiliation and anguish,” Ken explained, pointing out
how its bronze elements bring to mind the Stations of the
Cross. “It’s beautiful because it’s so dark.” The sculpture’s
Spanish subtitle evokes a poem by the Catholic mystic
John of the Cross, who meditated on “This living fount
which is to me so dear / Within the bread of life I see it
clear / Though it be night!”
For the images that will open each week in our devotional,
you’ll see photographs taken by Bethel students and
professors as they studied abroad. Most hint at the
unexpected ways that we encounter Christ in the work
of a Christian university — sometimes only coming clear
at the moment when truth seems most elusive, when
God seems utterly hidden from us. Even those that more

obviously represent Jesus and his Cross — like the crucifix
I found in a former Nazi concentration camp — come
from unlikely sources, places where we find light “though
it be night!”

Before we begin, let me thank the many people who
made this devotional possible. First and foremost, the
professors, librarians, campus pastors, and administrators
who wrote it. In the same month that the Chronicle of
Higher Education published an article about weary faculty
disengaging from their institutions, our contributors
generously volunteered their time and insight. Thanks also
to our university president, Ross Allen, and our faculty
leadership for encouraging and supporting this effort,
and to the people who helped to publicize it, including
Fiona Tranquillo, Jason Schoonover, and Jennifer Scott.
I’m grateful to all those who shared their photographs via
the study abroad collection in Bethel’s Digital Library,
and to my colleagues Michelle Westmark Wingard, Ken
Steinbach, and Sam Mulberry for their assistance in
identifying, interpreting, and photographing the work of
Stewart Luckman.
Finally, I owe special thanks to my teaching assistant
Essie Shull, who not only helped select the study abroad
images, but is largely responsible for the design of this
devotional. This project couldn’t have been completed if
not for Essie, who found time to work on it even as she
continued her studies in History and Digital Humanities.

~ Chris Gehrz

Annie Carlson, “Through the Depths.” Milford Sound in New Zealand (2020).
Bethel University Digital Library. CC BY-NC-ND 4.0
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March 2, 2022

Marion Larson

Create in me a pure heart, O God, and renew a steadfast spirit within me.
Do not cast me from your presence, or take your Holy Spirit from me.
Restore to me the joy of your salvation and grant me a willing spirit, to sustain me.
(Psalm 51:10-12)
Lent is about creating space within ourselves to welcome
God’s transforming grace.

to receive God’s abundant grace — exactly what Lent
invites us to do.

“Renew and restore”: A desire to mend a relationship
with God that’s been damaged by sin.

A central component of Dante’s Purgatory is contrapasso:
The suffering of the penitents has been tailor-made for
them, exactly what they need to help them change and
help them reflect productively on the nature of their most
persistent sin. The Proud, for example, are bent double,
incapable of standing upright, able only to move forward
in the most submissive of postures as they practice the
virtue of humility. The Wrathful are surrounded by such
a thick cloud of smoke that they can’t see their way. As
their anger has clouded their judgment, so now they must
meekly ask for help and guidance. In considering my own
sin as Lent begins, I ask myself: How is my sin warping
me, distorting my perceptions?

“Steadfast and sustain”: Not a one-and-done.
Sanctification is ongoing. Life is hard. It takes courage.
“Willing spirit”: We need to keep going — but even the
desire and ability to do this comes from God.
This year, to mark the 700th anniversary of Dante’s
death, I’ve joined many readers in a journey through The
Divine Comedy, an epic poem in which that medieval
Italian poet brings us through Hell, Purgatory, and
Heaven. Even though Protestant theology doesn’t teach
the existence of Purgatory, we can see Dante’s depiction
as a metaphor for sanctification. His imaginative
journey can prompt us to examine our own hearts,
to reflect on ways in which sin damages and distorts, and

Also central to Dante’s Purgatory are prayers from
Scripture. So as we enter Lent, let us join a group of
Dante’s penitents in repeating the confession of sin and
prayer for forgiveness uttered so beautifully in Psalm 51.

Create in me a pure heart, O God, and renew a steadfast spirit within
me. Restore to me the joy of your salvation and grant me a willing
spirit, to sustain me.

Thursday



March 3, 2022

Marta Shaw

Pharaoh said, “Lazy, that’s what you are—lazy!... Now get to work. You will not be given
any straw, yet you must produce your full quota of bricks.” (Exodus 5:17-18)
In the kingdoms of this world, our value as human beings
is defined by what we produce. Since I teach on both sides
of the Atlantic, I notice many cultural differences, but
one striking similarity: How do we judge our own worth?
Good grades. A respectable job. Improving quarterly
performance. The things we produce and achieve.
The ancient Israelites groaned under ever heavier
production quotas set by their Egyptian overseers. Today,
we groan under ever heavier quotas set by our egos,
trained by the kingdoms of this world. “Work harder!”they say. “Do more with less! Don’t stop!” Whether it’s
Egypt, Poland, or the USA, we hear different words, but
set to the same tune: “You are not enough. To be worthy,
you must do more. Get to work!”
In my lifetime, the edge of such voices has never been
sharper than in the pandemic. The voices within and
without tell me to produce the same quota of bricks as
before — except without the straw.
God hears.

The Creator who worked for six days and rested on the
seventh enters our plight. He invites us to an Exodus
from regimes that wreak havoc on our bodies, souls,
communities, and even the biosphere that sustains our
life. The Spirit of Life leads those who would follow into
the freedom of being human. Not slave, not robot, but a
human made in the image of God.
All that we need is already here. God created a good world
capable of satisfying the hunger of every living being (Ps
145:16). It is only human beings who have the choice to
refuse, to live out of our own weary hand rather than the
generous hand of God.
The invitation is to exit the kingdoms of this world which
is not geographical, but psychological and spiritual. The
Light of the Word made flesh compels: “Come to me, all
you who are weary and burdened, and I will give you rest”
(Mt 11:28). We have been given all we need. Our value and
security is not in what we produce — it is all a gift. Do we
dare walk in the world as if we are truly as loved as the
lilies of the field and birds of the air?

Spirit of Life, we stop today to rest in your love. We pause production
to find rest from the incessant noise of our world, trusting that we are
enough and have all we need. We believe; please help our unbelief.
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March 4, 2022

Laura Gilbertson

“Therefore, say to the Israelites: ‘I am the Lord, and I will bring you out from under the
yoke of the Egyptians. I will free you from being slaves to them, and I will redeem you
with an outstretched arm and with mighty acts of judgment. I will take you as my own
people, and I will be your God. Then you will know that I am the Lord your God, who
brought you out from under the yoke of the Egyptians.” (Exodus 6:6-7)
As we begin the Lenten season, this passage from Exodus
invites us to remember the character of God who freed
the Israelites from slavery and, through Christ, extends
freedom to all. God has revealed Himself throughout
history as the one who liberates His people from sin and
evil that hold us in bondage. Even after their freedom from
Egyptian slavery, the Israelites faced discouragement and
difficulty. God repeatedly said, Remember, I am the one who
brought you out of Egypt. In other words, turn to Me, trust
Me, because you know I am faithful.
Yet Exodus later captures how easy it is to forget God’s
faithfulness when discouragement starts to overwhelm.
The Israelites built a golden calf to worship when
things got tough, despite just having experienced God’s
miraculous salvation (Ex 32). What happens when we
forget God’s mercy? To what do we turn instead of trusting

God? What strength will we find as we remember God’s
faithfulness and trust God in the midst of the unknown?
By remembering God’s character and action, we can have
hope for whatever is before us. God has been faithful to
liberate those who face oppression, to uphold the weak,
and to welcome the lost into His kingdom. I think of
the stories of suffering, shame, and discouragement
that are felt in our Bethel community, and I pray that
we are encouraged today by remembering our God who
delivered His people from oppression, and Christ who
suffered on the cross to defeat the power of sin and Satan.
Whatever we face collectively and individually in this
season, may we find strength in the One who has made
His character known.

Gracious God, you have demonstrated over and over again your
goodness and justice. You have guided us through past pain, and
provided an abundance of mercy and love. We confess how easy it is
to lose sight of you. Forgive us when we wander, and renew our trust
and hope as we remember all that you have done through Christ’s life,
death, and resurrection. Amen.
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March 5, 2022

Robin Rylaarsdam

Whoever dwells in the shelter of the Most High will rest in the shadow of the Almighty.
I will say of the Lord, “He is my refuge and my fortress, my God, in whom I trust.”
Surely he will save you from the fowler’s snare and from the deadly pestilence.
He will cover you with his feathers, and under his wings you will find refuge;
his faithfulness will be your shield and rampart. (Psalm 91:1-4)
By today we have long since washed the ashes of Ash
Wednesday off our foreheads, and are walking again
unmarked, anonymous again. We have remembered our
mortality, but go on with life. And yet the snares, the
pestilence remain on our path.
Psalm 91 is a song of comfort and protection. It was my
grandmother’s favorite psalm, and the most common
after-Sunday-dinner reading when we went to her house
after morning church. Always the planner, she prepared
her pastor to preach from this psalm — reading the King
James Version — at her funeral. It was then I learned that
she prayed this passage daily over my father during the
year he was stationed in Vietnam during the war. No
wonder we read it so often as a family.

The snares, the deadly pestilence take different forms for
each of us, and different forms as we walk through our
lives. Satan even quotes verses 11 and 12 as he tempts Jesus
in the wilderness (Luke 4:10-11), a reminder that it’s not
only physical harm that we face. Our refuge from evil,
and the evil within us, is also found in the Lord.
What refuge do you seek today? What shield and
rampart are you praying for your loved ones during this
Lent? God’s faithfulness is present, and promised, and
sure — in this life, and in the life to come.

God Almighty, you are our shelter, our refuge, our shield and rampart.
Keep us in your shelter, covered with your faithfulness. Remind us in
times of trouble that you are with us, we trust in you, and as we turn
our faces toward your journey to Calvary, strengthen our faith once
again in the hope of your salvation and our eternal rest in you.

Theresa Cecka, “A Need for Tranquility.” Sahara Desert (2005).
Bethel University Digital Library. CC BY-NC-ND 4.0

First Sunday in Lent
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March 6, 2022

Matt Runion

Jesus, full of the Holy Spirit, left the Jordan and was led by the Spirit into the wilderness,
where for forty days he was tempted by the devil. He ate nothing during those days, and
at the end of them he was hungry. (Luke 4:1-2)
It was Episcopal, Catholic, and Lutheran colleagues at
Bethel who opened the door to Lent for me. The irenic
spirit that has shaped Bethel for 150 years had also shaped
me into a Baptist who could listen well to spiritual
experiences so different from mine — and to be formed
by them. I’m forever grateful.
Jesus’ wilderness experience in Luke 4:1-13 is a model for
the 40-day season of Lent. He emerges triumphant “in the
power of the Spirit” (Luke 4:14) with a mic drop moment
in the synagogue declaring his mission. I confess my
Lenten observances have often been more about broken
commitments and over-zealous fasting goals than the
transformative testing Jesus experienced.
Why are my seasons of self-denial often a helpful discipline
but not particularly transformative? I think I’m often
working just on the surface. I’m denying myself something
getting in the way of more faithful discipleship to Jesus —
which is good! But I miss the deeper transformative work
God wants to do in me.

Looking at Jesus’ temptations, we see that each point of
testing was aimed at the core of who he was and his deeper
desires. In In the Name of Jesus, Henri Nouwen describes
the deeper temptations Jesus faced: the temptation to be
relevant (stones into bread), to be spectacular (throwing
himself off the roof of the temple), to be powerful
(grasping at all authority).
It was none other than the Holy Spirit that led Jesus into
the wilderness for this time of testing. This went beyond
cessation of bad habits to agonizing introspection and
character formation. When Jesus emerges, he’s fully
submitted to God’s will and mission on this earth.
He’s undergone formation that has moved him to fully
represent the liberating love of God to a hurting world.
What Christlike character formation does God want
to do in you? It is good to give up things that are
unnecessary, but it’s better to submit to the Holy Spirit’s
leading and face these core temptations head-on. Let’s
submit ourselves again today and this week to a Lenten
observance that is a focused season of discipleship and recentering our hearts around the mission of Jesus.

Lord, as we go about this day, give us the time and space that we need
to give our lives completely to you. Give us the courage to face our
humanity. Our shallowness. And give us the grace for ourselves that
you have already given to us. So that we might be better formed as
ministers of your liberating love to this world. Amen.

Monday



M a r c h 7, 2 0 2 2

Gary A. Long

“For John the Baptist has come eating no bread and drinking no wine, and you say, ‘He
has a demon’; the Son of Man has come eating and drinking, and you say, ‘Look, a glutton
and a drunkard, a friend of tax collectors and sinners!’ Nevertheless, wisdom is vindicated
by all her children.” (Luke 7:33-35, NRSV)
As we focus on this season of the Cross, let’s take a moment
to revisit the years of Jesus’ earthly ministry leading up
to it. Luke 7:31-50 provides a meaningful glimpse. Jesus
says here that the Pharisees and others complained about
both John the Baptist’s and Jesus’ ministries.
John preached repentance and baptism to enter the
Kingdom. People saw him as crazy. Jesus, meanwhile,
is known for his excessive drinking and eating, and for
being a friend of:
• those whom fellow Jews saw as unpatriotic (“tax
collectors” = fellow Jews collecting for imperialistic
Rome… think of the emotions involved in stadia
when sports figures take the knee during the anthem)
• those whom the righteous condemn (“sinners”).
Nodding to those perceptions, Jesus says, “Wisdom is
vindicated by all her children.” Wisdom expresses itself
in John’s way and in Jesus’. Luke then offers a portal
into how Jesus earned his reputation. A Pharisee,
Simon, invites Jesus for dinner—eating and drinking! A
woman—a notorious sinner—hears that Jesus is there.

She enters this righteous man’s house and cries at Jesus’
feet, anointing them with expensive perfume.
A former Bethel colleague asked this question of this text:
“How did Jesus get such a reputation to embolden this
notoriously sinful woman to walk into perhaps the most
unsafe space she could—a righteous Pharisee’s home—to
be close to Jesus?”
In the Gospels, John is portrayed focusing on the sin
of a person, need for repentance, followed by baptism.
Luke here, however, reveals a Jesus the unrighteous
adore, suggesting that Jesus saw personhood first and
foremost, not sin, as John did. Jesus addresses sin at the
end of loving, personal encounters; he doesn’t begin an
encounter focused on it.
As Jesus reminds us, wisdom is expressed in both paths.
I’ve spent most of my life as a disciple of John, not Jesus.
I’m trying to live out the balance of my life living more
closely to how earthly Jesus lived his. Perhaps we could
center ourselves together on this Jesus?

May we be more like Jesus, not merely showing attention to those
we deem unrighteous with our sincere and well-meaning but often
judgmental and unempathetic thoughts and theologies, but by living
out attitudes and behaviors that draw people to us, allowing the Holy
Spirit to do its work through us. Amen.

Tu e s d a y



March 8, 2022

Erik Leafblad

I will call upon you, for you will answer me, O God; incline your ear to me,
hear my words. Wondrously show your steadfast love, O savior of those who seek refuge
from their adversaries at your right hand. (Psalm 17:6-7, NRSV)
Seek for Christ where he is to be found. This is the
beginning of ministry. Not best practices of small group
leadership. Not techniques of how to grow a congregation.
Not the observation of so-called successful programs.
But a calling out–a seeking–for the living Christ who
promises to encounter us. All ministry is God’s ministry,
so seek for Christ where he is to be found.
The psalmist understands this with audacity. “I will call
upon you,” we read. The seeking we see in this psalm
is direct, almost demanding, precisely because it arises
from the place in which Christ is to be found. Beset by
adversaries, surrounded with affliction, a horizon of
uncertainty (cf. Ps 17:8-12), the psalmist gives voice to the
experience of despair, perhaps even panicked desperation,

and who among us doesn’t know that voice? Yet Psalm 17
implores us, “seek refuge” from the One who gives it. Seek
for Christ where he is to be found.
If so, then, as we tell our students, ministry does not
begin anywhere else than in the very honest, human, and
often desperate situations of our lives. And for a people
who ponder, follow, and worship the God who became
human in Christ, how could it begin anywhere else? For,
as Christ has joined us in our humanity, becoming the
one who shares our place, we too are called to enjoin our
lives to Christ by joining our lives with others in all the
messy, honest, and desperate circumstances in which they
live. So, yes, seek for Christ where he is to be found.

Gracious God, who has joined your very life with our own in and
through your Son, Jesus Christ; may we, by your Spirit, who brings
forth life for us amidst the often lifeless circumstances our world, seek
your presence as an obedient response to the promise you have given, to
be our refuge, our help, and indeed our savior, and may we offer refuge
and help to others, a witness to your salvation and life. Amen.

We d n e s d a y



March 9, 2022

Joy Doan

At this, Job got up and tore his robe and shaved his head. Then he fell to the ground in
worship and said: “Naked I came from my mother’s womb, and naked I will depart.
The Lord gave and the Lord has taken away; may the name of the Lord be praised.”
In all this, Job did not sin by charging God with wrongdoing. (Job 1:20-22)
As a second-year college student, I traveled over 3,000
miles from mid-Michigan to the rain forests of Belize
for a new class called Tropical Forests and Reef Biology.
Three planes, a repurposed school bus, and small boats
carried us away from electricity and indoor plumbing to
Possum Point Biological Station. We arrived at dusk.
As I stepped off the boat into the neotropical forest’s
tangle, I looked up — and that’s where I first recognized
Jesus’ voice calling to me. Our God, who creates and
sustains all things, spoke to me through the wonder of
creation. I glimpsed God’s transcendence, felt God’s
immanence — my soul opened.
However, studying creation at the cellular level has
taken me far from the pure awe and wonder of the Sittee
River’s tangled banks. Yes, the majesty and mystery
remain, but they sit alongside reminders of the pain rife
in God’s creation. Indeed, to study biology as a Christ-

follower is to celebrate creation’s beauty and lament its
tragedies. The challenge is to keep bringing praise, to bear
both intellectual and personal witness to the shadows in
life’s mechanisms without allowing them to swallow us.
This difficulty has come to each of us during these
pandemic times, where it can seem as though we have been
forced into a season of perpetual fasting - from smiles,
easy embraces, visits with loved ones, faith communities,
and so much more.
And, at the end of each day, if Christ is truly our center
we can fall into sleep secure in the knowledge that God
is good. We practice worshiping as Job did, grieving
and bent double with what we miss while still praising
God and proclaiming that God is good, God is good,
God is, indeed, good. We learn that God’s goodness
is bigger than we ever expected - and perhaps a little
frightening, because it doesn’t conform to human
conceptions of goodness.

Holy, patient, loving God, help me to turn to the true light of Christ,
the center of all things, when I am in darkness. Help me to bring that
light into places of shadow. Teach me to be satisfied with Your presence.
Guide me into gratitude for the gifts of each day, Strengthen me to be
present and attentive to the full spectrum of life’s experiences. May all
that is in me praise Your name. Amen.

Thursday



March 10, 2022

Stephen Hunt

While Jesus was in Bethany in the home of Simon the Leper, a woman came to him with
an alabaster jar of very expensive perfume, which she poured on his head as he was
reclining at the table. When the disciples saw this, they were indignant. “Why this waste?”
they asked. “This perfume could have been sold at a high price and the money given to
the poor.” Aware of this, Jesus said to them, “Why are you bothering this woman? She has
done a beautiful thing to me. The poor you will always have with you, but you will not
always have me. When she poured this perfume on my body, she did it to prepare me for
burial. Truly I tell you, wherever this gospel is preached throughout the world, what she
has done will also be told, in memory of her.” (Matthew 26:6-13)
Beauty. Ask 100 people its meaning and receive 100
different replies. Cultural and personal lenses color its
connotation. Jesus clarifies true beauty when he was
anointed at Bethany by an unnamed woman.
All four Gospels reference the anointing, and it is
believed that Mary, the sister of Lazarus and Martha,
was the agent of this special act. The perfume was very
expensive; pouring it out prompted protest, argument,
and misunderstanding. That act invited questions about
extravagance, utility, and, of course, beauty.
While the Hebrew Old Testament uses beauty in
numerous contexts, the New Testament contains almost
nothing on that topic — except at the Bethany anointing,
where Jesus states that “Mary had done a beautiful thing”

(Matt 26:10). The Greek for beautiful is kalos and roughly
translates as a “good, kind deed.” Beautiful, here, is not
about striking majesty, fantastic colors, or resplendent
perspective, but simply a kind, thoughtful action. “The
unnamed woman,” observes David Lyle Jeffrey, “does ‘a
beautiful thing’ for the One who will presently do the
most beautiful thing ever, giving up his very life out of
love for the Father and love for those he came to redeem.”
Beauty, of course, can be the marvelous painting or the
elegant piano piece, but the heart of Jesus’s teaching is
about extravagant, sacrificial giving. It implies a certain
recklessness; not how little one can give, but how much.
It is lovely and does not count the cost. Are we too caught
up in the fog of the daily grind, or are we looking for the
beautiful action to bless another?

Lord Jesus Christ, we reflect on your anointing before Calvary. Give us
the eyes and heart of this woman to risk the lovely and even reckless
acts and to shine your love into the darkness of this world.
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March 11, 2022

Rebekah Bain

Those who sow with tears will reap with songs of joy.
Those who go out weeping, carrying seed to sow,
will return with songs of joy, carrying sheaves with them. (Psalm 126:5-6)
In 1871, John Alexis Edgren founded what is now Bethel
University in Chicago. That same year, Swedish immigrant
Christopher Silene heeded God’s calling to become a
pastor, but he had no funds to pursue the education. In
response to Silene’s inquiries about the school, Edgren
wrote back, “There shall surely be a remedy, for God
shall surely supply the need.” Within a few weeks of this
letter, however, Edgren’s First Swedish Baptist Church
and much of the rest of the city burned to the ground
in the Great Chicago Fire. Silene arrived to find a city
in ashes. Could Edgren and Silene continue to trust that
God would provide a remedy?

My faith is always strengthened when I hear of people
from the past who have acted with boldness in faith. As
we look forward to God’s provision, both at Bethel and in
our own lives, may we reflect on the words Christopher
Silene received in an 1873 letter from his father in Sweden,
Olof Jönsson: “We ask every day in our prayers that the
Lord in His great grace and love hold you all to His breast
so that we once again after this life may meet on the
Savior’s right hand and sing the new song there together
and gather together with all saved and blessed souls in the
Lamb who was crucified and lives again, released us with
His dear life and blood. He is worthy to have praise and
thanks and honor from now and forever. Amen.”

And yet, God did provide. Silene, as the seminary’s first
student, found refuge with other Swedish immigrants as
he studied for the ministry. After he graduated, Silene
became the first missionary of the Swedish Baptist
General Conference. Meanwhile, the seminary grew.

“We… pray to the Lord, that He in His great grace and love, may
protect you and strengthen with His Spirit’s power to preach His holy
word to the blessing and salvation of many sinners. May the Lord
reveal Himself in your work with the proof of His Spirit and power,
so that sometime you can with gladness bring in the sheaves.” (From
another letter from Silene’s father, Olof Jönsson - 1874)

Saturday



March 12, 2022

Joel Frederickson

“Jerusalem, Jerusalem, you who kill the prophets and stone those sent to you, how often I
have longed to gather your children together, as a hen gathers her chicks under her wings,
and you were not willing. Look, your house is left to you desolate. For I tell you, you
will not see me again until you say, ‘Blessed is he who comes in the name of the Lord.’”
(Matthew 23:37-39)
As we center ourselves on Jesus during this Lenten season,
let us not fall into the trap of thinking this is a solitary
activity. Certainly, personal time with God is vital for our
soul. However, God has designed us as social beings. We
also need communion with others in our worship of God.
When we do not have strong connections to others it
increases our likelihood of depression and anxiety. A
2021 study by researchers at Harvard’s Making Caring
Common Project found that 36% of all U.S. Americans
feel “serious loneliness.” The numbers are even more
staggering for young adults (61%) and mothers of young
children (51%). Serious loneliness is highly correlated
with depression and anxiety, which often keeps us from
flourishing in the way that God would want for us.
Think of depression and anxiety not as something that
is flawed in us, but as a signal. It is often signaling to
us that something is amiss in our lives. Often, but
certainly not always, it is signaling a lack of deep
connections with others.

That is one reason why social prescribing, which is more
heavily used in the U.K., has been effective in helping
people with depression and anxiety. Social prescribing
is basically having people who are struggling with their
mental health, engage in group activities: a gardening
club, participating in sports, volunteering, arts activities,
cooking groups, musical groups and, of course, faith
communities. Most of our churches include many of
these social prescribing activities in one convenient place.
Another study from Harvard, The Longitudinal Project,
has found that the single best predictor of a happy and
content life is having good, dependable, relationships
with others.
We are created as social beings. Let us center ourselves
on Jesus in communion with others. “Blessed are WE who
come in the name of the Lord.”

Gracious and loving God, we thank you for the good gifts:
for your grace, your mercy, and your unconditional love.
Help us to seek to worship you in communion with others.
We pray this in your Holy name. Amen.

Becky Brandon, “Misty Mountains.” Queenstown, New Zealand (2007).
Bethel University Digital Library. CC BY-NC-ND 4.0

Second Sunday in Lent

Sunday



March 13, 2022

Sara Shady

I remain confident of this: I will see the goodness of the Lord
in the land of the living. Wait for the Lord; be strong and take heart,
and wait for the Lord. (Psalm 27:13-14)
We’re confident that we’ll see God’s goodness in the life
after this one, when pain and suffering cease. But, David
reminds us to look for God’s goodness in this life as well.
How can we be confident we will see God’s goodness in
the land of the living? Consider some of the ways God’s
goodness was revealed to the Israelites in the wilderness:
1. God provided GUIDANCE (Exod 13:21-22): God
appeared to the Israelites as a pillar of clouds in the
morning and a pillar of fire at night. Neither pillar left its
position. To see God’s goodness around you, draw your
focus upward. See how He is directing your path and is
always present in times of waiting.
2. God provided SUSTENANCE (Exod 16:1-19, 17:6): God
sent manna and quail, in the exact right amount, so that
no one had too much or too little. He brought water from
a rock. Where is the goodness of God apparent in how
He is sustaining you, physically and spiritually?

3. God provided SUPPORT (Exod 17:11-12): While
Joseph and the Israelites were fighting the Amalekites,
Moses raised his staff toward Heaven and the Israelites
succeeded. When he took his arms down, the Israelites
began to lose. As Moses grew weary, Aaron and Hur held
up his arms so that God’s people could prevail. How is
God revealing His goodness through the people He has
placed around you?
4. God provided HOPE (Josh 3): God did not leave the
Israelites in the wilderness. Just as He parted the Red Sea
forty years earlier, He parted the Jordan so they could
walk into the Promised Land. They marked the occasion
by removing stones from the river as reminders of what
God had done. Contemplate where you have seen God’s
goodness in the past and use those reminders to prompt
a confident hope that you will see God’s goodness again.

Dear God, we are thankful that Easter is coming. We have hope for
the eternal goodness we will see and experience in Heaven. Help us be
strong and take heart as we wait. And continue to provide us glimpses
of Your perfect goodness here in the land of the living.

Monday



March 14, 2022

Dan Ritchie

Not in carousing and drunkenness, not in sexual immorality and debauchery, not in
dissension and jealousy. Rather, clothe yourselves with the Lord Jesus Christ, and do not
think about how to gratify the desires of the flesh. (Romans 13:13b-14)
So, what do you want?
We generally have no trouble naming our daily desires: we
want time to prepare for class; we want to fix the lamp, to
exercise, to find something good to watch. Our long-term
desires surface of their own volition: we want to travel
here, develop this friendship, work in that ministry or
cause.
But throughout the day, we want to eat and drink: coffee,
a decent lunch, something to nosh before dinner…
Much of what we teach in the liberal arts steps back and
asks a deeper question: Why do we want what we want?
I taught Augustine’s Confessions many times before
seeing its overriding theme: the “ordering of desire.”
Augustine’s obsessions with sensual desire (pears, sex,
etc.), friendship, and reputation leave him unsatisfied.
That’s clear. But I could never understand why this verse

from Romans converted him – suddenly and completely
– until I appreciated this theme.
Aristotle thought the desire to know was fundamental.
For Hobbes and Locke, it’s the desire to avoid violent
death. For Freud, it’s sexual desire and aggression; for
Nietzsche, it’s power. To me, the last two years suggest
that the desire to appear righteous – in our own eyes and
in others’ – is most powerful.
Saying “no” to food is a way of offering my desires to
God and asking him to reorder them. I do a 24-hour
fast between the evening meals, during which I drink
coffee and juice (no smoothies!). It’s lame – really just
23 hours. But it continually reminds me of my desires —
their phoniness, hypocrisy, and power. Richard Foster’s
Celebration of Discipline explains how fasting can decenter
the things that enslave us. What the liberal arts do for the
mind, fasting does for the body. Perhaps Lenten fasting
can help our souls to re-orient our being in Christ.

Lord Jesus, your greatest sermon teaches about fasting in connection
with prayer and giving. Help us to make fasting, as appropriate for
us, a part of our devotion. May it help us put behind the weights that
restrain us and, like St. Augustine, re-center us that we may be drawn
by the weight of your love.

Tu e s d a y



March 15, 2022

Julie De Haan

“Come to me, all who labor and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest. Take my yoke
upon you, and learn from me, for I am gentle and lowly in heart, and you will find rest
for your souls. For my yoke is easy, and my burden is light.” (Matthew 11:28-30)
Are you actively resting? Perhaps that seems like an
oxymoron. How about if I asked, are you intentionally
resting? In my Inquiry Seminar course at Bethel, Sleep –
What’s the big deal?, my students and I explore how sleep
impacts our physical, emotional, and mental health.
Sleep is a big deal; however, rest and sleep are not the
same. Rest implies a cessation of activity, but spiritual
rest involves an intentional choice. In Matthew 11 Jesus
invites you to come to him with the promise that he will
give you rest.
Reread the first word. Jesus calls you to come. He does not
force, convince, or bribe you; he extends an invitation.
You participate by coming to Jesus to receive rest. But if
you stop at verse 28, you miss how this rest is not “doing
nothing.” It involves a yoke.

At first the idea of putting on a yoke may not impress
you as a great invitation. Yet Jesus’ yoke fits; it is easy
and the “burden” is light. Jesus commits to pulling with
you, providing you with opportunities to learn from him,
and giving rest for your soul. Beyond coming to Jesus, you
then stay with Jesus — intentionally staying yoked to him
by remaining in relationship with him.
The anxieties of our circumstances threaten our ability to
stay mindfully yoked to Jesus and resting in him. When life
is hard, we can experience spiritual rest by intentionally
choosing to come and stay with Jesus. Here we find rest
for our souls, knowing our Savior who overcame death
works for and with us. Are you actively resting?

Dear Jesus, your promise of rest comes to us as a result of your
sacrifice. Thank you. As we remember your gift during this season of
lent, may we also respond to your invitation. May we come to you;
actively, intentionally, come to you, remain in you, and rest.
In your name we pray, Amen.

We d n e s d a y



March 16, 2022

Denise Muir Kjesbo

At that time the disciples came to Jesus and asked, “Who, then, is the greatest in the
kingdom of heaven?” He called a little child to him, and placed the child among them. And
he said: “Truly I tell you, unless you change and become like little children, you will never
enter the kingdom of heaven. Therefore, whoever takes the lowly position of this
child is the greatest in the kingdom of heaven. And whoever welcomes one such child
in my name welcomes me. (Matthew 18:1-5)
As we continue our quest to be Centered on Jesus today’s
scripture invites us to focus on children as our model for
greatness. Jesus went against all expectations and placed
a child in the middle of the status-seeking, power-hungry
disciples. As he did so, he once again demonstrated his
upside-down kingdom. He offered the child as the model
to emulate: someone who was vulnerable and held low
status in society at that time (and still today!)

Aim Lower,
Think Smaller,
Give Up and
Go Have a Cup of Coffee!

In my work at Bethel Seminary over the last 21 years, it
has been my great joy to provide a learning community
for those who have committed their lives to serving
children and families in church and community. As a
part of my work I have been privileged to learn from my
global sisters and brothers who join in the task by serving
children and families around the world! One of those
organizations, The Global Children’s Forum, invites us
during this Lenten season to

While this message rings true throughout the year may
it be a special invitation for us in this Lenten season.
Make space in your life for children who are often
the littlest, the least and the lost. As you learn from
children, you are responding to Jesus’ call to “become like
a child.” And in the mystery of the kingdom, Jesus just
may show up in unexpected ways! By welcoming a child,
you are welcoming Jesus.

(If your interest is piqued by this counter-intuitive fourpart mantra – let me encourage you to follow this link to
a cleverly produced media clip.)

Loving God, may we give up our quest for status and power and learn
from children. May humility mark our lives as we interact with, learn
from and celebrate children this Lenten season. And as we welcome
children, keep our eyes wide open to see you!

Thursday



M a r c h 1 7, 2 0 2 2

Michael Crawford

Do not be afraid of what you are about to suffer. I tell you, the devil will put some of you
in prison to test you, and you will suffer persecution for ten days. Be faithful, even to the
point of death, and I will give you life as your victor’s crown. (Revelation 2:10)
The Alabama Crimson Tide is the most successful
program in college football history, winning 18 national
championships. One of the reasons for the team’s success
is what is known as the “Bama Factor” — a resilient and
mentally tough mindset under pressure. During difficult
games, the Bama Factor kicks in and allows players to
remain calm and focused during stressful situations.
No matter what the opposing team throws their way,
Alabama players are ready because of the Bama Factor.
You and I may not be college athletes, but we still face
difficult, stressful situations. Fortunately, we have
something — someone! — more powerful than the Bama
Factor: Jesus Christ Himself. The Jesus Factor!
In the Old Testament, a young man named Daniel and
his friends give us a perfect picture of having the peace of
God under intense pressure. When King Nebuchadnezzar
issued his decree requiring everyone to bow to a gold

image, Daniel and his three friends refuse. Being centered
on Jesus is what allowed these young men to remain
confident and focused in the face of impending death.
We may never face this type of incredible situation,
but we do have trials and struggles that remind us
of our need to be centered on Jesus. Life can often
feel overwhelming. But, like Daniel and his friends, being
centered on Jesus allows us to have unshakeable faith in
the midst of intense pressure.
In Revelation 2, the church at Smyrna would need this
same centering on Jesus. Soon, they would face suffering
and imprisonment. But Jesus reminded them to be
faithful and centered on Him.
When we face life’s troubles, having Jesus in our lives
makes a difference. Today, focus on the peace we can
receive when we are centered on Jesus.

Lord Jesus, life can often become difficult and even painful at times.
I am aware that serving you will bring trials and suffering. In the
difficult seasons, help me to draw strength from you and not try to
rely on myself. Help my faith and confidence in you to be firm and
unshakeable, regardless of circumstances. In Jesus’ name, Amen.

Friday



March 18, 2022

Chad Osgood

Jesus left there and went to his hometown, accompanied by his disciples. When the
Sabbath came, he began to teach in the synagogue, and many who heard him were
amazed. “Where did this man get these things?” they asked. “What’s this wisdom that
has been given him? What are these remarkable miracles he is performing? Isn’t this the
carpenter? Isn’t this Mary’s son and the brother of James, Joseph, Judas, and Simon? Aren’t
his sisters here with us?” And they took offense at him. (Mark 6:1-3)
In Mark 6, we see Jesus returning to his remote, small
hometown of Nazareth. It seems clear that he was known
throughout the community. Those who knew him simply
as “the carpenter” questioned Jesus and his authority to
be teaching in the synagogue. They could not believe that
a person of such a low status could have the authority to
teach them, and they took offense. They were amazed
that someone they knew, from their own town, could
perform remarkable miracles. The reference to being
Mary’s son — and not Joseph’s son — may have insinuated
that he was illegitimate: a deliberate slur by the people.

As we center our reflection on Jesus, a question arises:
Regardless of those around us, how are we staying diligent
to the call of God in our lives?
As we widen our focus to the other characters in this
story, other questions arise: How often do we minimize
a person’s voice due to their status in our society?
How often do we limit a person’s influence because of
their background?

Regardless of their perception of him, Jesus leaned into
the work before him: healing, teaching, and bringing the
good news of the kingdom of God.

Heavenly Father, forgive us for the times when we judge others based
on assumptions and biases. Help us to see others for who they are and
what they are capable of. Help us to see the message of your kingdom in
those around us, no matter where they have come from.
And help us to continue to be about your work in this world,
regardless of how we are received. Amen.

Saturday



March 19, 2022

Angela Shannon

You, God, are my God, earnestly I seek you; I thirst for you,
my whole being longs for you, in a dry and parched land where there is no water.
I have seen you in the sanctuary and beheld your power and your glory.
Because your love is better than life, my lips will glorify you.
I will praise you as long as I live, and in your name I will lift up my hands. (Psalm 63:1-4)
One of my most memorable moments at Bethel was a
time where I witnessed God’s grace. It was an example of
putting God first.
A handful of faculty and administrators gathered in
Bethel’s Eastlund Room. Some wore regalia — robes, caps
and tassels. We waited together silently as if in prayer.
Soon the doors opened, and the family, our guests of
honor, made their way to the front table.
The father, attentive to his wife, gently helped her into
her seat. She was frail but cheerful, her head wrapped in
a colorful scarf. Their son, at most nine years old and in
his button down dress shirt, must have been excited to
be missing school. He was smiling. His sister, Danielle,
gave him and other family members warm hugs. Each
faculty member in the room was connected to Danielle

in some way. She was currently in my creative writing
class. Danielle was decked out in her cap and gown a few
months shy of official graduation, her tassel swaying on
the right side of her cap. Then the ceremony began.
The provost welcomed everyone with inspiring words,
then read off Danielle’s name. She rose proudly. We all
followed suit, standing and applauding. Danielle switched
her tassel to the left side. Silently, I (and I believe others,
too) began to praise God.
We began to praise God for Danielle’s personal graduation
ceremony. Praise God that Danielle’s mother, who had
been diagnosed with terminal cancer, was able to witness
this milestone in her daughter’s life. Praise God that
Bethel made it possible for her to fulfill a final wish. With
God’s grace, Bethel brought commencement to the family.

May Bethel continue to praise God through actions and words,
through grace and devotion.

Lindsay Johnson, “Hope of Spring.” Montreux, Switzerland (2016).
Bethel University Digital Library. CC BY-NC-ND 4.0

Third Sunday in Lent

Sunday



March 20, 2022

Joyce LeMay

I will be fully satisfied as with the richest of foods;
with singing lips my mouth will praise you.
On my bed I remember you; I think of you through the watches of the night.
Because you are my help, I sing in the shadow of your wings.
I cling to you; your right hand upholds me. (Psalm 63:5-8)
Do we always focus on God, in all things? The answer is
mostly no, but we should! The verse is clear that when
we cling to God, his right hand upholds us. There are so
many days I am thankful for God’s right hand in my life.
The verse reminds us to sing praise for God, always. When
in the workplace we may feel satisfied or frustrated, happy
or sad, included or excluded, or any other emotion. The
key is to always sing praises to God because he is with us
through it all. When we are offered a job, we sing praises;
when we do not get the promotion, we sing praises. When
we finish a project, we sing praises; when we are stuck in
a hard work situation, we sing praises. We are protected
under God in all situations, so to be fully integrated with
God we need to be living under his wing at all times.

Before I start my day, I spend time praying and worshiping
God, reviewing my to-do list, and then getting started.
Many days my list gets changed because God has a
different plan. Knowing that God is with me at all times,
I can deal with all the situations that come my way. We
all need to praise God for loving and directing us in
everything we do. I am praising God, prayerful with God,
listening for God, and seeking God’s wisdom ongoing.
Let’s thank God for all the gifts he gives each one of us
and how we use them to honor God in all we do.

Lord, thank you for loving us with your unconditional love, always! We
cling to you and you uphold us in every situation. In all times, good,
neutral, and challenging, you are the core of who we are, and we pray
that we always focus on you and seek out your grace, wisdom, mercy,
and love in each decision and situation. “I cling to you:
your right hand upholds me” — Praise God!

Monday



March 21, 2022

Paula Soneral

“Lord, make me to know my end and what is the extent of my days;
Let me know how transient I am.” (Psalm 39:4, NASB)
I admire David.
Though he had every reason and opportunity to open
his mouth and weaponize his words against others, to
complain about injustice and unmet expectations, he
resolved to keep himself muzzled. While his soul yearned
for relief, he refrained from speaking until he simply
became too hot to bear his burden any longer. When he
finally spoke, he went directly to God, begging for God to
show him the reality of his transience on earth.
Why does David pray this way in the face of his troubles?
As a cancer biologist, the brevity of life is not lost on
me. Menacingly beautiful, the biology of cancer is
both alluring and sinister, revealing a kind of cellularmolecular timekeeper that nags and reminds me of
the impermanence of my earthly body. I’ve always
viewed this cancer-informed obsession with time and
transience as an unwelcome byproduct of my discipline.
However, as David illustrates, it is perhaps better

interpreted as an answer to prayer, the fulfillment of the
soul’s deep longing.
In truth, all our lives are short, no matter the years we are
given on earth. Owning the reality of our limited earthly
time, sensing our acceleration toward a final destination
with Him, offers us a perspective on how to live well in
the present moment. Like David, to live as though each
day is our last one, is to use our gifts and talents as acts
of worship to the One who creates and sustains our very
breath. Like David, to trust in God’s perfect and complete
grace and justice is to treat sin and undisciplined areas of
our lives with urgency, not taking God’s love and patience
for granted. Like David, to walk with humble awareness
of our transience, is to love and serve our fellow man in
ways that mirror the love of Christ.
It is for this reason that serving students as an instructor
is a type of balm, an antidote, to cancer for me. It is an
answer to prayer, a fulfillment of the soul’s deep longing.

Heavenly Father, remind us of our transience. Embolden us to live each
day as though it is our last one, with urgency and gratitude serving one
another with a love that reflects your love and gifts to us. Let us know
the extent of our days, and grant us a keen awareness of your perfect
and complete grace and justice, that we may in turn worship you with
our deeds of excellence. Amen.

Tu e s d a y



March 22, 2022

Pauline E. Nichols

And Jesus answered them, “Go and tell John what you hear and see; the blind receive their
sight and the lame walk. Lepers are cleansed and the deaf hear, and the dead are raised
up, and the poor have good news preached to them. And blessed is the one who is not
offended by me.” (Matthew 11:4-6, ESV)
In the interior jungle of northeastern India you can hear
the triple conga setting the pace of the worship of the
Adevasi people as they dance and turn their affections
to YHWE. The worship leader slaps the conga skillfully
through the song on the offbeat, like a guide leading the
dance. It is a marvelous experience.
Advent, Epiphany, and Lent are the songs of the historical
church. But like the tuning of the triple conga, there is
the soprano ringing out a celebration of a long expected
birth, followed by the mezzo of the glory and power in
the miraculous, finally anchored by the somber bass of
Jesus preparing to fulfill his purpose through his death
and resurrection.

bring in the kingdom: “Are you the one who is to come?
Or shall we look for another?” Jesus answered, “the blind
receive their sight and the lame walk, lepers are cleansed
and the deaf hear, and the dead are raised up and the poor
have good news preached to them. And blessed is the one
who is not offended by me” (Matt 11:1-6). The offense
was the cross — to be captured, wrongfully accused,
and crucified. His offense, conviction, and resurrection
moved us from death to life, from deception to truth and
from decay to a new birth.
Shortly after his inquiry, John was beheaded for revenge.
Herod traded hate for repentance. But in the end John
was received in glory as one who danced to the triple
conga — off the beat.

John the Baptist, always comfortable off the beat, sat in
Herod’s prison waiting almost impatiently for Jesus to

Lord Jesus, in these days, help me to hear the rhythm of the “off beat.”
Skillfully lead me through your dance of worship. Allow me to hear the
urgency of your prayers so that I may follow you even unto suffering
for your name. Let me not doubt, but let me see and hear your roar as
you go into battle for the souls of men and women who are deceived,
trading hate for forgiveness. Until the end of my days – let me dance in
your rhythm like the Adevasi.

We d n e s d a y



March 23, 2022

Carl Albing

He said therefore, “What is the kingdom of God like? And to what shall I compare it? It
is like a grain of mustard seed that a man took and sowed in his garden, and it grew and
became a tree, and the birds of the air made nests in its branches.” And again he said, “To
what shall I compare the kingdom of God? It is like leaven that a woman took and hid in
three measures of flour, until it was all leavened.” (Luke 13:18-21, ESV)
Do you ever make homemade bread?
My favorite “no knead” method uses only 1/4 teaspoon of
yeast. That tiny amount will, in 10 or 12 hours, transform
3 cups of flour, (with 1 1/2 c. of water and a 1/2 t. of salt)
into a sticky spongy mass that will further rise and will
bake into a beautiful loaf of delicious bread.
What an amazing transformation from a small amount
of leavening! Without it, we get a blob of paste that will
harden into nothing useful. With it, we get life-sustaining
deliciousness.
So what is Jesus getting at with the leavening and
the mustard seed parables? Certainly the lesson that
something small can make a big difference. But I hear
something more.
Do you think of the Kingdom of God as our goal,
as a future, a picture of the world as it should be?

True enough, but notice the time frame in these parables.
The Kingdom of God is like a seed, not just like the
full-grown tree.
The Kingdom of God is like leaven, not just the
finished loaf.
There’s a present tense and an ongoing action.
God is already at work in the world, bringing in His
Kingdom.
Look back over your day, or as you live this new day; think
about what is happening around you. Ask yourself, did
you spot a seed or bit of leaven of the Kingdom of God?
Even a little glimpse, a little awareness, of the Kingdom
of God can bring great transformation. You may get a
little taste and start to realize how God is at work around
us and in our lives.
The Kingdom is breaking in everywhere.

Heavenly Father, open my eyes to see you at work in the world, open
my ears to hear your voice, open my life to be where you want me.
Your kingdom come.

Thursday



March 24, 2022

Susan Leigh Brooks

Therefore we do not lose heart. Though outwardly we are wasting away, yet inwardly we
are being renewed day by day. For our light and momentary troubles are achieving for us
an eternal glory that far outweighs them all. So we fix our eyes not on what is seen, but
on what is unseen, since what is seen is temporary, but what is unseen is eternal.
(2 Corinthians 4:16-18)
Twitter is an unlikely place to find spiritual
encouragement, but one day I encountered this message
from theologian and writer Jessica Kantrowitz: “You
are not alone and this will not last forever.”* I followed
Jessica (@jfkantrowitz) and found that many days she just
repeated that message into the Twitter feed, and I would
see, among the book reviews and the political posturing
and the funny dog stories, “You are not alone and this will
not last forever.” A powerful reminder.
We are not alone. God chose to redeem through presence,
sending Jesus to become “God with us,” the instrument of
grace. We are not alone. It may appear so, but as we “fix
our eyes on what is unseen,” we see the presence of God
and are “renewed, day by day.” The quarantined neighbor
kid, sad over missing her school program, singing her
concert songs over the backyard fence. The hush of the
class after reading Mary Oliver’s “Wild Geese.” The house
on the corner’s Christmas lights shining long into the
gray afternoons of Lent.

This will not last forever. These past years our troubles
have seemed anything but “light and momentary.” The
endless Zoom meetings that could have been emails. The
fear of bringing disease to a chronically ill family member.
The weight of a fractured society. Jesus came to be with us
knowing this crush of troubles. Lent can be a reminder of
grace, that seasons of trouble are finite, and a reminder
that there will be a time when we will fully experience
Jesus just as the women at the tomb did. “Therefore, we
do not lose heart.” This day, be heartened by the presence
of God’s grace.
*The message is part of the cover art of Jessica’s very good book,
The Long Night: Readings and Stories to Help You through
Depression (Fortress Press, 2020).

God who yearns to be with us, give us eyes to see your presence today.
Give us eyes to see opportunities to share your presence with others so
that we all may be reminded that we are not alone,
and this will not last forever.

Friday



March 25, 2022

Laura Wennstrom

In the same way, the Spirit helps us in our weakness. We do not know what we ought to
pray for, but the Spirit himself intercedes for us through wordless groans. And he who
searches our hearts knows the mind of the Spirit, because the Spirit intercedes for God’s
people in accordance with the will of God. (Romans 8:26-27)
I am a multimedia artist who makes small fiber-based
works, quilts, and large-scale sculptural installations. I
am interested in gathering found materials and fabrics:
the cast off, the forgotten, the incidental. Through an
intuitive process of combining color and pattern, I find
new ways to give these materials life.

I create art because the process fills me with joy. It brings
me peace in the midst of pain. I present my work in
an attempt to share the hope I find. Through this slow
and redemptive process, I find I am connecting to our
Creator: a God who stitched together our most intricate
and detailed parts, with intention, with attention.

One avenue of exploration in my work is my everyday
experience as a mother and caregiver to young children in
an age of political and social unrest. How do I survive the
day, protect my children from sickness and violence, and
simultaneously hold space for those who do not carry the
same privilege? I am a singular person and yet the world
has infinite needs and overwhelming waste.

In this practice, I am praying: I am holding space for
myself and others; I can listen. In this time of Lent, I
encourage you to intentionally spend some time doing
something you love, something that allows you to lose
track of time, and to find peace and joy in the process,
and to consider it prayer.

The things I make don’t cure pandemics or protect black
boys from cops or mask a virus or give respite and relief
and shelter and...
But by focusing on the excess before me, I am able to
stitch, assemble, collage together some beauty, and
therefore make some hope out of waste. It reminds me
that maybe there is enough to go around. The slowness
of stitching prevents my fingers from doom scrolling,
reminds me to slow down.

Saturday



March 26, 2022

Jim Lewis

As they approached the village to which they were going, Jesus continued on as if he were
going farther. But they urged him strongly, “Stay with us, for it is nearly evening; the day
is almost over.” So he went in to stay with them. (Luke 24:28-29)
Instead of kicking back with Bethel’s Spring semester
over, I was trekking a five-kilometer trail to Muong Te,
a village of new Hmong Christians in the mountains of
northern Vietnam. Our team of six from the Institute
for Global Engagement had reports that local officials
had torn down their chapel and burned their Bibles. We
raised this and other violations with state officials who
had invited us to dialogue about religious freedom for all
Vietnam’s religious communities.
Vietnam’s officials hoped that our report to the U.S.
Commission on International Religious Freedom would
signal improvements in their human rights record
— religious freedom being the first of these rights.
Their aim was to get the U.S. to remove them from
punishing trade restrictions enforced because of known
egregious violations.
While religious freedom issues were important, equally
important was encouragement to new believers among
Vietnam’s ethnic minorities. Hmong conversions
beginning in 1987 were criminalized by authorities

as “illegal.” But their growth to 200,000 had become a
challenge and an enigma. The supremacy of Christ was a
challenge to the state’s absolute power over civil society.
But officials could not deny the results: lower crime,
better literacy, fewer divorces; alcohol and spousal abuse
disappeared. Jesus had come to stay.
These and other ethnic minority Christians share a
common narrative: inviting Jesus changes everything.
Where once the shaman required expensive sacrifices of
chickens, pigs, and livestock to satisfy the demands of
capricious spirits, Jesus was now mediator, protector, and
provider. Instead of drunken New Year’s celebrations,
clans and families meet and depart in harmony and unity.
Jesus had come to stay.
In our western world, with its cacophony of conflicting
voices about how to find hope, stability, meaning and
fulfilment, what both Easter-story Christians and
Vietnam’s Hmong discovered is still true: Jesus goes
where he is invited to stay, and this makes a difference.

Jesus, in other times and places you stayed when invited and brought
transformation, hope, and meaning. Come. Come once more
and break bread with us, too.

Emily Noble, “Tree at Normandy.” Calvados Basse-Normandie,
France (2011). Bethel University Digital Library. CC BY-NC-ND 4.0

Fourth Sunday in Lent

Sunday



M a r c h 2 7, 2 0 2 2

Jeannine Brown

So from now on we regard no one from a worldly point of view. Though we once regarded
Christ in this way, we do so no longer. Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, the new creation
has come: The old has gone, the new is here! All this is from God, who reconciled us
to himself through Christ and gave us the ministry of reconciliation: that God was
reconciling the world to himself in Christ, not counting people’s sins against them.
(2 Corinthians 5:16-19a)
As we “live Lent,” we are invited to adopt a pre-Easter
framework. We are invited to participate in the grief
and despair of those first disciples who saw what was
happening to their Messiah in his betrayal and crucifixion
and thought, “How can this be?” Although we have the
beauty of hindsight through the lens of resurrection, this
season prompts us to walk with Jesus into his passion and
live within the ambiguity of his crucifixion and death—
the ambiguity of Holy Saturday with Jesus in the tomb.
Yet the epistle passage assigned for this Sunday, poised
as it is halfway through the Lenten season, welcomes
us to look ahead—to move beyond a “merely human
point of view” for understanding our Messiah (v. 16,
NLT). Paul calls believers to live into the new creation
that has been established by Christ’s life, death, and
resurrection. The full story is that we live in a renewed
creation that has been inaugurated by the work of

Jesus the Messiah. The language Paul uses is evocative
(with no Greek verb in the last clause): “If anyone is in
Christ…new creation!”
In hindsight, we can know that the death of the Messiah
wasn’t a thwarted mission, but the inauguration of
nothing less than God’s new creation in this world. In this
new reality where sin no longer reigns, God has initiated
reconciliation with all creation, having overcome the
power of sin. Believers who are in the Messiah participate
in this new reality as a foretaste of the fully renewed
creation still to come.
During Lent, we reflect on Christ’s act of self-giving
even to the point of death for our sake. Because of his
missional death, God has reconciled us to be in restored
relationship with the Triune God and with one another.

Reconciling God, today we remember the path Christ took to the cross
on behalf of humanity and for all creation. We express our gratitude
to you for the resurrection life — the new creation — that already is
ours in the Messiah. We are so grateful that you took the initiative for
reconciliation and that you no longer count our sins against us.
You are a forgiving God and we praise you. Amen.

Monday



March 28, 2022

Rachel Jorgensen

For by the grace given me I say to every one of you: Do not think of yourself more highly
than you ought, but rather think of yourself with sober judgment, in accordance with the
faith God has distributed to each of you. For just as each of us has one body with many
members, and these members do not all have the same function, so in Christ we, though
many, form one body, and each member belongs to all the others. (Romans 12:3-5)
A life centered on Jesus is a life of humility. It is the
opportunity to inhabit the comforting truth that a
loving, nurturing presence can guide our lives. When
we surrender our plans, dreams and hopes to Christ,
we find our place in His greater puzzle, realizing that
we are no greater than or less than any other member
of His kingdom. As the teachings of Christ deepen our
understanding of grace, we learn that selflessness is a
blessing and a life lived in service to others provides a
beautiful path.
As an instructor in special education and work based
learning at Bethel, it has become a mission to help
educators find their place in the cadre of services which
support students as they journey from kindergarten to
adulthood. Special educators and work coordinators
have the opportunity to shine light into the lives of
their students when they humble themselves and offer

themselves to Christ for His full use. All educators may
become agents of love, light, and grace when they realize
their part in a greater body and choose humble service,
one of the beautiful gifts they may glean from their
coursework in the Bethel Education Department.
The core educational philosophy of Bethel’s founder, John
Alexis Edgren, included the premise that “The relation
between teacher and students should not be that of
superior and subordinate, but one of real friendship and
helpfulness, remembering that One is our Master, and we
are all brethren.” To be truly centered in Christ is to live
in harmonious relationships with all others, seeking to
engage in consistent edification and living life as an act of
love. Whether teacher, student, master or servant, all are
beloved of Christ and valuable in His kingdom. May His
kingdom come. May His will be done.

Lord, as we learn to center our lives on You, we surrender to Your will
and desires for us. Help us to live, work and educate others from a
place of humility with the understanding that we are a part of a greater
puzzle. Let us repeatedly choose to live out our days in love
and service to others. Amen.

Tu e s d a y



March 29, 2022

Nick Zeimet

“Do not take advantage of each other, but fear your God. I am the Lord your God. Follow
my decrees and be careful to obey my laws, and you will live safely in the land. Then the
land will yield its fruit, and you will eat your fill and live there in safety.”
(Leviticus 25:17-19)
Lent is a great gift, because it is a time of reflection and
self-assessment. Lent offers us an opportunity to consider
the commands of scripture and the life of Christ. We are
able to ask ourselves, “Have I taken advantage of another?
Do I allow the exploitation of others? Have I loved my
neighbor as myself? Do I demand of my community
and our society that we love the neighbor as ourselves?”
During Lent we ask ourselves these questions and allow
the Holy Spirit to search us and know our hearts, to test
us and see if there is any offensiveness in us (Ps 139:23-24).
These commands and the questions they prompt are
what motivate me to advocate for affordable housing
policies, fair wages for workers, equitable delivery of

healthcare and funding for schools, asylum seekers and
refugee admittance, criminal justice reform, honoring
of treaties and land rights, and voting rights. My faith
is what motivates me in my career in social work! I am
often called upon to help those who have been mistreated
by another, marginalized by our society or disadvantaged
due to unfair systems and laws. I see my work as a social
worker as sacred. I see my work as Christ-like and holy.
You may or may not be a social worker, but we can all
enter into this holy and sacred work. Work to end
exploitation of the poor and the marginalized. Practice
love for your neighbor.

Forgive us, God, for we have not cared for each other the way you
have directed us to. We have allowed for the exploitation of our fellow
brothers and sisters. We have not loved our neighbor as ourselves. We
have substituted our own interests and ways for yours. Today would
you search us and know us, show us our wicked ways and teach us
again your way. We thank you for Jesus, the author and perfecter of
our faith, sent to us as an example and as our salvation. Amen.

We d n e s d a y



March 30, 2022

Elisabeth E. Lefebvre

Late in the afternoon, the Twelve came to him [Jesus] and said, “Send the crowd away so they can go to the surrounding
villages and countryside and find food and lodging, because we are in a remote place here.” He replied, “You give them
something to eat.” They answered, “We only have five loaves of bread and two fish – unless we go and buy food for all this
crowd.” (About five thousand men were there.) But he said to his disciples, “Have them sit down in groups of about fifty
each.” The disciples did so, and everyone sat down. Taking the five loaves and the two fish and looking up to heaven, he gave
thanks and broke them. Then he gave them to the disciples to distribute to the people. They all ate and were satisfied, and
the disciples picked up twelve basketfuls of broken pieces that were left over. (Luke 9:12-17)
In times of precarity (as the last several years have been), it

be a dearth of quality learning experiences. Too often, our own

is easy to survey our skills, resources, and circumstances and

clear-eyed assessment of what seems possible limits our vision.

worry we do not have enough. And so we coach ourselves to

We respond by focusing on ourselves and encouraging others

narrow our gaze to what seems feasible and to take care of

to do the same.

ourselves with what scarce resources we seem to have. And
yet we see examples of miraculous abundance in the midst of

And yet. How might our vision for what is possible expand

precarity and scarcity throughout Jesus’ ministry. The passage

if we were to approach community concerns, like a desire for

above, and many others like it, remind us that insufficiency in

high-quality schooling, with an embodied faith that calls us

the hands of God, given away in service of others, can become

to action? How might God take our insufficient offerings and

abundance. (In the end the disciples have more food left over

make them more than enough when we hold nothing back in

than what they had at the start.)

our care for each other? This passage points us to an alternative,
where the needs of Jesus and the disciples are met not through

In my own discipline of education, assumed insufficiency often

caring only for themselves and asking others to do the same,

causes us to approach challenges with a wariness borne of lack.

but by taking all that they had, presenting it to God, and

Educators keenly aware of the field’s limited salary prospects

giving it away. What might it look like to provide so many

struggle to face the increased demands of teaching amidst a

resources, to channel so much energy into the shared challenges

global pandemic. Students worry about what they’re missing

of our communities that we have leftovers? What might it look

as they face considerable disruptions to their learning. Parents

like to practice our faith as a people who believe in a God of

become anxious for their kids to access what they perceive to

abundance, the origin of all good things?

Father God, thank you for sending your son. For pursuing us and welcoming us again and
again. Thank you for your abundant grace. Father, I pray that in this Lenten season, we
would come to know your abundance and care for us in new ways. I pray also that this
awareness would compel us to practice abundance as we live in community. May we daily
live out our faith in a God who provides enough for everyone, with leftovers beside.

Thursday



March 31, 2022

Barrett Fisher

But now thus says the Lord, he who created you, O Jacob,
he who formed you, O Israel: Do not fear, for I have redeemed you;
I have called you by name, you are mine. When you pass through the waters,
I will be with you; and through the rivers, they shall not overwhelm you;
when you walk through fire you shall not be burned,
and the flame shall not consume you. For I am the Lord your God,
the Holy One of Israel, your Savior. (Isaiah 43:1-3a, NRSV)
If you have heard Bethel’s origin story, then you are
familiar with the role that fire played at the beginning:
the first student invited by Bethel’s founder, John Alexis
Edgren, arrived in Chicago in the immediate aftermath
of that city’s Great Fire of 1871. God’s promise that those
whom he loves will not be burned by fire or consumed by
flame thus had a literal fulfillment in Bethel Seminary’s
rising from the ashes of a smoldering city. That fire could
easily have been the end of Edgren’s vision for a seminary
to serve a burgeoning immigrant population; instead, it
only strengthened his resolve to build “the house of God”
(beth El) because he did not shrink back in fear.
Indeed, it is not inconceivable that Edgren had Isaiah
43 in mind as he contemplated his singed plans. Twice
in that chapter’s opening verses, God urges Isaiah and
his people not to fear, strengthening them with his

presence, reassuring them that they are precious in his
sight, distinguishing them as redeemed and ransomed, a
people ultimately created for his glory. Through Isaiah,
God addresses the nation of Israel, but his care for them
foreshadows his relationship with everyone who responds
to Jesus’ invitation. In Luke’s version of the Sermon on
the Mount, Jesus twice encourages his followers, echoing
Isaiah’s words: “Do not be afraid; you are of more value
than many sparrows…. Do not be afraid, little flock, for
it is your Father’s good pleasure to give you the kingdom”
(Luke 12:7b, 32).
Although fear in its various manifestations may throw its
long shadow over our lives from time to time, God’s love
does not waver. Isaiah reminds us that we are precious
in God’s sight, sons and daughters whom he has rescued
from fear, all to his glory and for our good.

Gracious God, you know that in our frailty we are frequently fearful;
at times, like Adam and Eve, we may even fear you. When you tell us
not to fear, you do not scold us for lack of faith but reassure us of your
love. Help us to remember that whatever threat we may face, you do
not deny its reality but offers us refuge and comfort in your constant
and faithful love. In Jesus’ name, Amen.

Friday



April 1, 2022

Meredith Nyberg

Lead out those who have eyes but are blind, who have ears but are deaf.
All the nations gather together and the peoples assemble.
Which of their gods foretold this and proclaimed to us the former things?
Let them bring in their witnesses to prove they were right,
so that others may hear and say, “It is true.”
“You are my witnesses,” declares the LORD... (Isaiah 43:8-10a)
My sister, are you blind? My brother, are you deaf? Even
those who have covenanted with the Lord can apparently
be both blind and deaf — unable to understand the things
that the Lord has revealed to them clearly. The Lord calls
a trial before all the nations and we, His covenant people,
stand as witnesses. Yet how can I be a witness if I am both
blind and deaf? After presenting a parable, Jesus liked
to say, “He who has ears, let him hear!” (e.g., Matt 11:15),
implying that it is my choice whether my ears are deaf or
hearing, whether my eyes are blind or seeing — whether
my heart is dull or awakened. Awake my soul!
If I have unstopped my ears, my eyes, my heart — what is
it that I am to witness to? The LORD tells us, “…that you
may know and believe me and understand that I am he.
Before me no god was formed, nor will there be one after
me. I, even I, am the LORD, and apart from me there

is no savior… You are my witnesses, declares the LORD,
“that I am God!” (Isa 43:10-12). Sister, brother, we must
tell the world that there is only one true God, one true
savior. הוהי, YHWH, Yahweh, the LORD is His name,
and there is no other. The God of the Old Testament
is the God of the New Testament. This one true God
expresses Himself as Father, Son, and Spirit — the three
in one, YHWH.
Let us put away any uncertainty, any fear of embarrassment, and proclaim clearly that there is one Lord, and
He is the only savior for the entire world. As we do this,
let us speak the truth in love — not condemning others,
but welcoming them to know their one true Savior. In
this way we stand as witnesses to what is true and saving
for all people. I desire to be such a witness. Do you, dear
sister, dear brother?

Dear YHWH, thank you for calling us forth to witness to all that you
are. Thank you that you are the one true God and Savior of the entire
world. Help us to keep our ears, eyes, and heart receptive to your
truth and love. Amen.

Saturday



April 2, 2022

Kristin E. Sandau & Yu-li Chang Zacher

Our mouths were filled with laughter, our tongues with songs of joy.
Then it was said among the nations, “The Lord has done great things for them.”
The Lord has done great things for us, and we are filled with joy. (Psalm 126:2-3)
It may seem strange to reflect on joy during the Lenten
season. However, joy can be a hallmark of Christian
believers — so much, in fact, that people of many nations
take notice.
As Kristin recalls: “My father described church as a stoic
‘club’ during his childhood in the U.S. Later, in his 20s, a
non-believer at the time, he was stationed in Taiwan for
navy service. Through music, he became connected with
a local church where through the generous joy of Chinese
and Taiwanese Christians, he was drawn to know a
loving God. Born and raised in Taiwan, I, too, was able
to experience contagious joy with sisters and brothers in
the Taiwanese church!”
As Yu-li recalls: “Weary and burdened as a high school
student, I lived in fear of what to do with my life if I

failed the college entrance exam. One classmate stood
out to me, not because she was a stellar student (she
wasn’t), but because she exuberated this joy not found
in others — not the flamboyant kind, but the kind with
gentleness and assurance. She then told me she was a
Christian. Because of her, I stepped into church for the
first time. I was drawn to her joy, the joy that can only
come from God.”
In John 11, the high priest Caiaphas recommends that Jesus
die. His words carried meaning beyond his immediate
perspective: “And not only for that nation but also for
the scattered children of God, to bring them together and
make them one” (v 52). Jesus lived, died, and rose to bring
us unspeakable assurance and joy. Let’s accept this joy.
Let’s let it overflow to others.

Creator of all nations, you knew sorrow during Your time on earth
and You can grieve with us. But You also knew joy and long to share
assurance and joy with us. Help us be open to receiving this joy so that
it can generously and naturally overflow to be shared
among the nations.

Nick Pranke, “Pathway to the End.” Tongariro National Park, New Zealand (2012).
Bethel University Digital Library. CC BY-NC-ND 4.0

Fifth Sunday in Lent

Sunday



April 3, 2022

Andy Bramsen

“Forget the former things; do not dwell on the past.
See, I am doing a new thing!
Now it springs up; do you not perceive it?” (Isaiah 43:18-19)
Today’s lectionary readings remind us that our God is
continually making things new. The gospel reading (John
12:1-8) shows the story of a woman who—instead of
acting according to the economic or charity expectations
of her time—recognized the “new thing” God was doing
in the person of Jesus Christ and anointed him with
costly perfume to honor him above all else. Similarly,
our psalmist writes that “Those who sow with tears will
reap with songs of joy” (Ps 126:5), a reminder that
participating in a new thing requires stepping out in
faith, putting our seeds in the ground to die and trusting
that new life will spring up.
In my studies as a political scientist, I concur with scholars
from Edmund Burke to Robert Dahl that incremental
changes that build on what has worked tend to be the

way to construct effective government. Yet God through
the prophet Isaiah tells us to not cling to what has been,
but to be open to what will be. This does not suggest that
God changes his standards or that he himself forgets his
past works, but rather that he is always engaging anew
with each one of us. God is relational and wants us to
see how he seeks a relationship with us today, not find
our meaning in what has been alone. To adapt a Burkean
analogy, this is not God tearing down the house of faith
we have inherited from the cloud of witnesses (Heb 12:1),
but him making it anew so that it is now our house too.
This is a work God is doing with us, asking us to commit
to him in faith—sowing our seeds, spilling our perfume—
and trusting that his work will spring up and transform
all we are and have.

Glory to God whose power, working in us, can do infinitely more than
we can ask or imagine: Glory to him from generation to generation in
the Church, and in Christ Jesus for ever and ever. Amen. (Eph. 3:20-21)

Monday



April 4, 2022

Katherine Nevins

And let us consider how we may spur one another on toward love and good deeds, not
giving up meeting together, as some are in the habit of doing, but encouraging one another
— and all the more as you see the Day approaching. (Hebrews 10:24-25)
Imagine: It’s time for devotions before the final in
my Honors course, Concepts of Community. The
students are meeting to decide whether or not this
class has become a community. There will be only one
shared grade. I look around at the students in various
stages of nervousness. What can I say to inspire and affirm
them? To challenge and support them in this unfamiliar,
even scary, endeavor?
Reflect: I first meditated on (and memorized) Hebrews
10:24-25 over fifty years ago. I did not know then how
often these words would rise to consciousness and be
so relevant for so many life situations: from teaching
and coaching, to preparing for theatre and musical
performances. Neither did I realize how wise and
wonderful are these words that call us to motivate and

encourage one another; to find ways, even in times like
these in the middle of a pandemic, to come together,
all of us, to uplift and “spur one another on to love and
good deeds.” And yet, here they are, rich with meaning
and inspiration, serving as a guide to how we are to
live, to discover, to create, to accomplish, to decide, to
overcome, to worship, to learn. We will be all the better
for this. In the memorable language of SPECTRUM,
the now 37-year-old faculty development program that
transformed Bethel as a teaching institution: Challenge.
Support. Include. Engage. Grow.
Act: Who could you encourage today? Who could you
inspire? How might you “assemble together” to encourage
and inspire one another to greater love, and good deeds?

God, who is the Source of all Good Community, in this Lenten time
of reflection and foreboding, in this time of sacrifice and isolation,
inspire and encourage me to inspire and encourage others, that I may be
inspired and encouraged by You. Let me not neglect to join with others
to further Your work in this world and in ourselves. Imago Dei. Amen.

Tu e s d a y



April 5, 2022

Peter T. Vogt

Naomi said, “Look, your sister-in-law is returning to her people and to her gods. Go after
your sister-in-law.” But Ruth replied, “Don’t urge me to abandon you or turn back from
you. Where you, I will go, and where you stay I will stay. Your people are my people and
your God is my God.” (Ruth 1:15-16, author’s translation)
In this familiar passage, Ruth takes a startlingly countercultural action and refuses to return to her family
following the death of her Israelite husband. In doing
so, she is giving up her personal security and hope for
a future among her family and people group. She trades
security for uncertainty and puts herself at risk.
Why would she take such risks? Why didn’t she, like her
sister-in-law Orpah, return to her family and the security
that represented?
Returning to her father’s house, as expected of a widow
in the ancient Near East, would have meant protection,
but also the requirement to follow the gods worshipped
by the family. Naomi specifically notes that Orpah was
returning to her people “and to her gods.” In response,

Ruth declares that Naomi’s God, Yahweh, the God
of Israel, was now her God. As a result, she could not
return to her father’s house, since doing so would mean
forsaking Yahweh.
Through her experience of a faithful Israelite family,
Ruth turned from the gods of the Moabites to the God of
Israel. She became the ancestor of King David and of Jesus
himself. The faithfulness of an otherwise insignificant
family affected the course of all human history.
As you contemplate Christ’s death and resurrection,
perhaps you might ask God to help you be bold in taking
risks for Christ and use your life as a witness to who Jesus
is and what he has done.

Gracious Lord, help me to be like Naomi and Ruth. Help me to live in
such a way that people around me see something in me and want to
have what I have. As I think about your work on the cross and what
you did to bring people to you, please help me to be bold in doing my
part of your work of reconciliation. In Jesus’ name
and for his sake I pray. Amen.

We d n e s d a y



April 6, 2022

Ann Holland

Then [Jesus] said to them, “My soul is overwhelmed with sorrow to the point of death. Stay
here and keep watch with me.” Going a little farther, he fell with his face to the ground
and prayed, “My Father, if it is possible, may this cup be taken from me.
Yet not as I will, but as you will.” (Matthew 26:38-39)
God has been speaking to me about submission recently.
Perhaps it’s because I decided to memorize the Sermon
on the Mount, which includes the Lord’s Prayer. Or
perhaps it’s because throughout the past year and more,
I have started my day praying “Your kingdom come, your
will be done, on earth as it is in heaven,” because I yearn
for God to make right so many things that seem wrong.
Recently, I was pierced by the conviction that I usually
pray this with a macro intent (society), rather than a
micro intent (me!).
Submission is a necessary posture for the Lenten season
of repentance and preparation for Easter. To deepen
our experience of submission, Jesus is our model. Jesus
humbled himself (submitted himself to the will of the
Father) and came to earth. Despite Satan’s temptation

in the wilderness, Jesus repeatedly submitted himself
to God’s authority, not asserting his own authority and
power. Jesus taught his disciples to pray to God: “your
kingdom come, your will be done, on earth as it is in
heaven” (Matt 6:10). I wonder, did Jesus pray this way
during all those times he went off to the wilderness to
pray? Being fully human, did he struggle with the human
desire to have his own way? Did he struggle to submit
to his Father as I do? In Gethsemane, he prayed, Not
my will, but yours. This suggests that he, too, needed to
submit his will to the Father’s will repeatedly.
In this Lenten season, I wish to follow my Savior’s example
and practice submission to the Almighty God, my loving
Father. Through prayer, the reading of God’s Word, and
faithful living, we can follow our Jesus in submission.

Hallowed Father, may your kingdom and your will reign in this world
and in my life. I surrender my pride, my plans, and my privileges to
your authority. Risen Jesus, may I follow my big brother’s example,
not claiming my rights, but enduring your cross and sharing in your
sufferings. Holy Spirit, may I yield to your counsel. May I walk in your
power, not my own, as my flesh is weak. Amen.

Thursday



A p r i l 7, 2 0 2 2

Patricia Kelly

Fear not. Take good courage. (Deuteronomy 31:6)
Perfect love drives out fear. (1 John 4:18)
Franklin Roosevelt said in 1933 that “The only thing we
have to fear is fear itself.” Keeping our chins up during
the Great Depression with this type of statement helped
assure us that we might be able to overcome fear with
courage. Another common saying is that if something is
fearful, embarrassing or painful, and you do it “anyway”
you will overcome your fears and build courage.
I am paraphrasing K. Hong when he said courage and
fear, as it turns out, are not opposites, but rather they
define and shape each other. Fear sets a boundary and
courage helps us step past our fears when life, love, or our
convictions demand it. He went on to say that we must
know our fears. Pema Chodron adds that “fear is a natural
reaction to moving closer to the truth.”

The Bible tells us to “take good courage” (Deut 31:6), and
that “Perfect love drives out fear” (1 John 4:18). We are
taught that courage is at its best when paired with love,
which helps to harness the ego and aligns us with the
interests of our loving community.
What does courage look like right now, during a pandemic
with so much fear, uncertainty, and distrust? We must
have “good courage” and muster a love that “drives out
fear.” We must not isolate our hearts, but develop courage
and reach for it when needed. In the process, we can be
role models. For to go to a brave space and to be able to
step over the line of fear gives others the permission to do
the same with tender vulnerability and courage.

Let us pray for the tender hearts we have, that we might show courage
in our fear when called to do so. Let us keep our hearts open and
challenge ourselves when the first step is to usually armor our hearts
when met with what seems different, unusual, or uncomfortable.
Let our love pair with courage so we can understand our fears and
overcome what stands in our way from having good courage and a
closer union with God. Bless you.

Friday



April 8, 2022

Rhonda Gilbraith

This is like the days of Noah to me: Just as I swore that the waters of Noah
would never again go over the earth, so I have sworn that I will not be angry with you
and will not rebuke you. For the mountains may depart and the hills be removed,
but my steadfast love shall not depart from you, and my covenant of peace shall not be
removed, says the Lord, who has compassion on you. (Isaiah 54:9-10, NRSV)
This beautiful promise has been inscribed on my heart
since learning a worship song during my college years
that set every word of verse 10 to a sweet and simple
tune. I deeply love the Book of Isaiah, with its focus
on the redemptive, compassionate heart of God and
the coming of our suffering but ultimately triumphant
savior. The language of Isaiah, so powerful and evocative,
is full of imagery of overwhelming obstacles – mountains,
wilderness, deserts, tempests, flames, floods, oppression,
exile – and of a God who promises to overcome them all,
as he “works for those who wait for him” (Isa 64:4).
As we review Bethel’s 150-year history, it’s reassuring to
see that as we’ve faced times of difficulty, strain, and
stress, God’s grace has lifted us to higher ground. In these
trying times it is an even deeper comfort to know the

God who over and over again characterizes himself by
the attributes of compassion, steadfast love, and mercy.
Isaiah refers many times to the yoke borne by the people
of Israel. Jesus the Messiah came to bear that yoke with
and for us, as he says in one of my most cherished verses
from the Gospels: “Come to me, all you that are weary and
are carrying heavy burdens, and I will give you rest. Take
my yoke upon you, and learn from me; for I am gentle
and humble in heart, and you will find rest for your souls”
(Matt 11:28-29, NRSV).
Lent is a season for self-reflection and repentance. In
such a time as this, when we may find ourselves weary,
weighed down, discouraged, and afraid, we can learn by
God’s example to extend his great compassion to others,
and also to ourselves--maybe most to ourselves.

My own heart let me more have pity on; let
Me live to my sad self hereafter kind,
Charitable…
…leave comfort root-room; let joy size
At God knows when to God knows what; whose smile
‘s not wrung, see you; unforeseen times rather — as skies
Betweenpie mountains — lights a lovely mile.
(Gerard Manley Hopkins)

Saturday



April 9, 2022

Chris Gehrz

Therefore, since we are surrounded by such a great cloud of witnesses, let us throw
off everything that hinders and the sin that so easily entangles. And let us run with
perseverance the race marked out for us, fixing our eyes on Jesus,
the pioneer and perfecter of faith. (Hebrews 12:1-2)
For over 35 years now, thousands of students in the
College of Arts and Sciences have started their Bethel
education with this scripture. Not in a Bible class, but
Christianity and Western Culture (CWC), a first-year
general education course taught by teams of historians,
philosophers, theologians, and other scholars. CWC seeks
to expand its students’ clouds of witnesses beyond the
biblical narrative, to introduce them to women and men
whose lives and words inspire, convict, and challenge us,
and so to equip those students to bear witness to Jesus in
the lives of others.

As Parkinson’s took his strength — then last December,
his life — Kevin’s voice grew even softer. But that only
amplified the Christ-like gentleness of his teaching: clear,
but kind; incisive, but empathetic; expert, but humble.

I imagine some of the witnesses in that cloud shouting
at us: Perpetua proclaiming her faith to the moment of
her martyrdom; Frederick Douglass condemning the
hypocrisy of slaveholding religion. But it’s a quieter kind
of CWC witness who speaks loudest in my memory:
Kevin Cragg, the ancient historian who helped design the
course in 1985 and taught it until his retirement in 2013.

Surrounded by such witnesses as Kevin Cragg, what can I
do but fix my eyes on the Jesus we remember next week:
the long-awaited king who emptied himself of power
and took the nature of a foot-washing, suffering servant?
What can I strive to be but what Dietrich Bonhoeffer
called Jesus: “a man for others”?

While it can feel self-important to give lectures in the
largest classroom on campus, Kevin always approached
CWC in a spirit of selflessness: teaching for the sake of
students, who leave CWC better prepared to succeed in
other courses, and for the people our graduates will serve
in the years to come.

Jesus, you endured the cross and scorned its shame; by your grace,
grant us perseverance as we serve others for your sake. Surround
us with the witness of those who lived their lives by the faith you
pioneered and perfected, that we might better fix our attention on you
and continue the work you call us to do in this world. Amen.

Chris Gehrz, “The Mortal Agony of Christ.” Catholic memorial chapel, KZ Dachau,
Germany (2013). Bethel University Digital Library. CC BY-NC-ND 4.0

H o l y We e k

Palm Sunday



April 10, 2022

Chris Moore

When they brought the colt to Jesus and threw their cloaks over it, he sat on it. Many
people spread their cloaks on the road, while others spread branches they had cut in the
fields. Those who went ahead and those who followed shouted, “Hosanna!” “Blessed is he
who comes in the name of the Lord!” (Mark 11:7-9)
Power: force, influence, subjugation, and rule. These
manifestations of power are central to politics, my
academic discipline. Those that hold power can use it to
shape communities, churches, governments, and societies.
But power doesn’t just shape the institutions around us;
it shapes us, too. We’re disciplined by power. In this
world beset by sin, we’re conformed to the exercise and
ways of power. We learn to crave it; it insinuates itself
as our raison d’être. We seek it as a tool to redress our
grievances, to aggrandize our position.
Jesus’ disciples and followers were no different. Here was
their Messiah, with them in the flesh, doing great works
of power and talking about His Kingdom. And now He
was riding into Jerusalem, their occupied capital. His
followers threw down their coats and palm branches and
threw up praises to God because they all had expectations
of what was about to happen. We can imagine what

they wanted, because it’s what we want, too. To claim
the throne. To restore glory. To exact retribution on
oppressors. That’s why it’s so easy to also imagine their
disillusionment when He was crucified a week later.
Where was the power they were promised?
Jesus faced earthly powers during His ministry, but He
did not emulate them. He utterly subverted the entire
calculus upon which they were based. When He rode in
on a donkey, they should have known they weren’t getting
a warlord to defeat the Roman Empire; they were getting
a Lamb. Jesus modeled the system of power upon which
His Kingdom would be based. He taught us how to be
first, and it isn’t through domination. His servanthood,
His obedience, His sacrifice might have marked Him as
weak by the standards of our power-hungry world, but in
His revolution, it announced Him as King.

Lord Jesus, when we claim you as King, help us to see you not as a King
of our making, but help us to see ourselves as subjects of your Kingdom.
Help us to be conformed to your rule, by your ways, and not by our
structures of power. Even as you cleansed the Temple, cleanse us of our
selfish striving for power in order to be useful instruments
to advance your Kingdom.

Holy Monday



April 11, 2022

Brandon Winters

For the wages of sin is death, but the gift of God is
eternal life in Christ Jesus our Lord (Romans 6:23)
What’s the point of Lent? This is the simple question I was
wrestling with earlier today when it hit me. Four simple
words with a profound and life changing message, “I. Put.
Him. There.” That’s it, I put him there. Even if all of my
neighbors, friends and loved ones were not themselves
guilty of sin, my own sin is significant enough to require
an atoning sacrifice far beyond the capabilities of anyone
or anything of this world. My sins are responsible for
putting Jesus, the King of Kings and Lord of Lords,
creator of all things through an often humiliating and
always humbling life as my Messiah. So … I put him there.
You put him there.
We weren’t there yelling for his crucifixion, but our
actions still forced it. I suppose it would be easy to slink
into a bout of self-loathing or hatred as a result of such
a significant realization, but then we’d be missing the
point. While the objective of Christ’s suffering was always
our eternal salvation, it is all about Him and not me.
The only thing my sin has earned me is eternal suffering
and separation from God. I don’t think it’s possible to

understand what this type of eternity would be like, but
it seems apparent it would be filled with agony beyond
any earthly experience.
Thankfully, Paul finishes this verse. The bad is
incomprehensibly bad, but somehow God overcomes
the impossible, redeeming what our lives have earned
us and replacing it with the best he has to offer.
This grace, offered freely from Jesus, is responsible
for wiping our sins away and presenting us pure and
redeemed before God.
Unfortunately, I need to be reminded of this regularly. I
don’t seem to learn it permanently. My soul was created
to be in community with God, but my flesh fights it every
moment of every day. So, it should be no surprise that
each year in the gap between Ash Wednesday and Good
Friday it takes some time and effort to accept the wages
of my sin and the free gift of salvation we celebrate on
Easter Sunday. Lent offers this time.

Lord, may all glory and honor and praise be yours. You alone have created
and counted the stars. You alone give meaning to our lives. Thank you for
your plan of salvation and this special season to reflect. Grant us time this
week to calm our minds and spirits. May the knowledge of our sin cause us
to more fully accept that you are the source of all goodness and love. And
may we be living examples of your humility, justice, and mercy on behalf of
our neighbors and for your glory. Amen.

H o l y Tu e s d a y



April 12, 2022

Julie Finnern

In you, O Lord, I take refuge; let me never be put to shame.
In your righteousness deliver me and rescue me; incline your ear to me and save me.
Be to me a rock of refuge, a strong fortress, to save me,
for you are my rock and my fortress… I will hope continually
and will praise you yet more and more. (Psalm 71:1-3, 14, NRSV)

The psalmist acknowledges the reality of human
weakness, while also recalling God’s historical record of
faithfulness and love, and asking God to save yet again.
Let us follow the psalmist’s example. As we come back
to the Cross this week, let us do the same in our own
lives: intentionally recognizing our need for deliverance,
recalling God’s examples of rescue in the past, and asking
for God’s strength.
In our exhaustion and distress, God is there. Look to
the present and future, and know that God will not
forsake us when our strength is spent. We turn to God in
moments of unexpected need, those moments that strike

like lightning. We turn to God with our deep weariness
and loss that seem to go on without stop. We turn to
God when the years of life have been long and age brings
its own fears.
May the psalmist’s testimony bring us assurance to go
forward. We live with strength. The strength is not our
own and therefore not under attack. Rather, it is the rock
of refuge, the fortress, that our Lord offers us.
And like the psalmist, our response is to call out to God
and to give praise for our hope of deliverance. We pray
based on the promises of Isaiah 40:31 and Matthew 11:28.

Lord, we hope in you, knowing you are the source of our ever-renewed
strength. Because of you, we soar on wings like eagles. We are energized
as we run the sprints and the marathons of life, and are renewed in our
daily walk. We come to you and accept your rest. Thank you for your
deliverance through salvation and for life abundant. Amen.

H o l y We d n e s d a y



April 13, 2022

Dick Peterson

Surely he has borne our infirmities and carried our diseases;
yet we accounted him stricken, struck down by God, and afflicted.
But he was wounded for our transgressions, crushed for our iniquities;
upon him was the punishment that made us whole,
and by his bruises we are healed. (Isaiah 53:4-5, NRSV)
In years of infirmities, disease, and death for many of
the most vulnerable, how can we most identify with the
suffering servant described long ago by Isaiah? Does the
suffering of Jesus enable healing and wholeness in our
lives and within our communities of faith today?
We are brought back to memories of our time as a young
couple moving from the Midwest to a duplex in northern
New Mexico — driving from my parents’ farm of
Scandinavian roots toward eventually visiting the home
of our new landlord (a chili farmer and Spanish weaver) in
the Rio Grande valley. There we also learned of his family’s
close identity with their church, Santuario de Chimayó,
including some folks there who might traditionally walk
in pilgrimages (or even painful penance) during Holy
Week. In our first NM years I recall being intrigued
with the Penitente Moradas of nearby villages like
Truchas or Abiquiu.

These believers took active steps to help them personally
identify with the suffering of Jesus – desiring this
identification to be clear in their words, arts, and
Lenten traditions. Perhaps I have felt closest to the
humbling penance and pilgrimages of Chimayó folk
within the Good Friday tradition of Tenebrae, a somber
darkening service often characterized by the gradual
extinguishing of candles that helps us remember anew the
death of our Lord.
Isaiah reminds us that the suffering of Jesus can make
us whole. I have found such a painful identification also
serving to help bring together all who suffer. It is hard
to imagine Tenebrae in 2022 without sharing the painful
images of our time, whether that be empty chairs, lovedones struggling for breath, or global victims of injustice.
Amidst all the suffering in our world, together we serve a
God who has chosen to share it on our behalf.

We praise and thank you for your love — and for suffering to make us
whole. We pray your blessing and healing care for all those who have
served and suffered on our own account. May we help the Rohingya and
Karen peoples of Myanmar find justice and peace in these tough and
often violent days. Grant us wisdom in extending your healing to all
students and staff at Bethel as we work and grow together.

Maundy Thursday



April 14, 2022

Jeanine Parolini

What shall I return to the Lord for all his goodness to me?
I will lift up the cup of salvation and call on the name of the Lord.
I will fulfill my vows to the Lord in the presence of all his people. (Psalm 116:12-14)
Why is Maundy Thursday important and what does the
Lord desire from us this day?
Historically, Maundy Thursday represents Jesus’ final
Passover meal with his disciples in John 13, where he
displayed his sacrificial love through the washing of their
feet. Digging deeper, Exodus 12 captures the origins of this
meal that was to be celebrated for generations to come.
How do these evenings represented by Maundy Thursday
impact us today?
Maundy is a form of the Latin word mandatum, meaning
“command.” What was the Lord commanding? In
Exodus, the Israelites were charged to obey, remember,
and celebrate God saving His people from judgment.
In John’s gospel, the disciples were commanded to
follow Jesus’ example of love and sacrificial service
as their act of obedience: a significant step toward
submission was receiving the body and blood of Christ
through communion.

When I consider the Lord’s command to obey, celebrate,
remember, love, sacrifice, serve, and receive Him, I am
struck by my need to surrender, to let go, and to give over.
I find I cannot be fully present with the Lord without
surrendering. Surrender is dying to something within me:
a hold, an idol, a focus, a demand, a need, a want, etc.
What is holding me today may or may not be what is
holding on to me tomorrow.
What shall I return to the Lord for all His goodness to
me? I shall return my surrendered heart to Him, for that
is what He desires from me. I will call upon the Lord to
help me surrender my heart and I will at the same time,
receive His redemption. Then I can commit to obedience,
celebration, remembrance, love, sacrifice, service, and
receiving His body and blood in the best way, which will
fulfill my vow to Him.

Lord Jesus, please help me to surrender my whole heart to you this
Maundy Thursday as I commit to live fully for you. Please reveal to me
what holds me back from fully knowing and experiencing you, and help
me to follow you into death by sacrificing and giving up those areas
that wrongfully hold on to my heart. Please give me your resurrection
power to fulfill my vow to love and live for you. Amen!

Good Friday



April 15, 2022

Gloria Wiese

Whoever claims to live in him must live as Jesus did. (1 John 2:6)

They stripped Jesus of his clothing, forced him to his
knees, and shackled his wrists to the metal ring on the
flogging post. What can we learn from Jesus? Sometimes
there is nothing we can do. Sometimes we can’t fix things.
Sometimes we are powerless to stop something from
happening. When we can’t do anything, we can surrender
everything to God’s big plan.
“Where do you come from?”, asked Pilate, “but Jesus gave
him no answer” (John 19:9). What can we learn from Jesus?
Sometimes there is nothing we can say. “[We] are none
of us very good at silence,” said Frederick Buechner, “It
says too much.” Sometimes we rely exclusively on words
and underestimate the power of the mute button. When
there’s nothing we can say, our silence can attest to our
faith in the one who judges righteously.

Pilate held all the power, but he was deeply perturbed:
“Do you refuse to speak to me? Don’t you realize I have
power either to free you or to crucify you?” This time
Jesus answered: “You would have no power over me if it
were not given to you from above” (John 19:10-11). What
can we learn from Jesus? Sometimes all we can do is set
the record straight. We can challenge assumptions of
power because we know the one who is really in charge.
“As the soldiers led him away, they seized Simon from
Cyrene … and put the cross on him and made him carry it
behind Jesus” (Luke 23:26). What can we learn from Jesus?
Sometimes we need someone to help carry the cross we
bear. We can invite others to weave their stories into ours.

Heavenly Father, when there is nothing I can do, inspire me to live as
Jesus did and surrender all to you. When there is nothing I can say,
remind me to live as Jesus did and trust that justice will prevail. When
all I can do is set the record straight, encourage me to live as Jesus did
and humbly testify. And when my strength fails, enable me to live as
Jesus did and share the burdens that I bear. Amen.

Holy Saturday



April 16, 2022

Dale Durie

Joseph took the body and wrapped it in a long sheet of clean linen cloth. He placed it in
his own new tomb, which had been carved out of the rock. Then he rolled a great stone
across the entrance and left. Both Mary Magdalene and the other Mary were sitting
across from the tomb and watching. (Matthew 27:59-61, NLT)
Holy Saturday has always fascinated me. Unlike
Good Friday and Easter Sunday, we are told very
little about that day. We know Jesus’ body rested in a
tomb. We know Pilate agreed to have soldiers seal and
guard the tomb. But beyond that, the gospels offer no
more details. The story falls silent. The screen goes dark,
for a day-and-a-half.

Many times, what God wants most from us in times of
trauma and suffering is for us to turn to God, not run
from God. Many times, God speaks and illuminates. Yet,
what if sometimes God intentionally goes silent? What
if, on purpose, God lets the screen go dark? What if
God knows there is something that can only happen in
absence, in silence, in darkness?

As we read the story today, imagine that all we know are
the horrors of the crucifixion (as the first followers did).
Imagine we do not know that the resurrection is coming
(as the first followers didn’t know). Then the silence and
the darkness of Holy Saturday are especially piercing.
They even feel cruel. In trauma, do we not need to hear
God’s voice? In our suffering, do we not need to see God
illuminating the darkness?

Maybe God knows in the crucible of uncertainty and
confusion, a faith can be forged that is stronger than one
that is forged in certainty and clarity.
Maybe God knows our depth of trust is revealed
(especially to us) when we find ourselves in a story that
offers no assurance of a happy ending.
Maybe God knows we can be trusted to trust God through
a Holy Saturday, even after the trauma of a Good Friday.

Father, Son, and Spirit, we thank you for Holy Saturdays, even those
that come after the trauma of a Good Friday. We thank you that it
shows that you love us enough to grow our trust in you. We thank you
that you want us to see how we are growing in our trust of you. We
thank you that you trust us to trust you even in absence,
in silence, in darkness. Amen.

Carly Brown, “Simple Sunlight.” Greve, Italy (2019).
Bethel University Digital Library. CC BY-NC-ND 4.0

Easter Sunday

Easter Sunday
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Alison Lo

The stone that the builders rejected has become the chief cornerstone.
This is the LORD’s doing; it is marvelous in our eyes. (Psalm 118:22-23, NRSV)
For I am about to create new heavens and a new earth;
the former things shall not be remembered or come to mind. (Isaiah 65:17, NRSV)
The cornerstone in Hebrew is “the head of the corner,”
which is the most important component of the building
as it carries the weight of the building pressing on it.
The stone rejected by builders as unsuitable and useless,
turns out to be the chief cornerstone toward which
all the building blocks are oriented (Ps 118:22). This
verse is quoted to describe Jesus. Through his death,
resurrection, and ascension, Jesus has become the chief
cornerstone of the spiritual temple, the church (Matt
21:42; Mark 12:10-11; Luke 20:17; Acts 4:11; 1 Peter 2:7).
As Acts 2:36 states: “God has made Him both Lord
and Messiah” (NRSV). There is salvation in no one else.
It is God’s doing, and it is marvelous.
Are we ready to receive a future where God is making
all things new (Isa 65:17; Rev 21:1)? What is a new heaven
and a new earth going to be like? The change will be

beyond our wildest imagination. Isaiah 65 reveals several
new things for Jerusalem: from weeping to rejoicing
(Isa 65:18-19); from short life expectancy to long and
fruitful existence (Isa 65:20); houses built by themselves
no longer inhabited by others (Isa 65:21a, 22a); vineyards
planted by themselves no longer enjoyed by others (Isa
65:21b, 22b); enjoying the work of their hands instead
of laboring in vain (Isa 65:22d, 23a); offspring no longer
born for calamity but blessed by God (Isa 65:23bc); from
unanswered prayers to answered prayers (Isa 65:24); from
universal violence to universal peace (Isa 65:25). Do our
expectations align with God’s promises?
May this Easter time remind us of the unimaginably new
things, which are yet to come in God’s plan. May Jesus’
resurrection re-kindle our gratitude for His sacrifice and
re-ignite our hopes for His return.

Christ is risen! Hallelujah! As we celebrate the 150th anniversary of
Bethel University, we trust that you are able to do new and wonderful
things in our community beyond our imagination. O Lord, unite us and
bring us revival, we pray! May Bethel grow from strength to strength,
for your glory and our neighbors’ good!
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special education mediator, works at REI to support her love of the BWCA, and is finishing
a Theatre degree.
Pauline E. Nichols loves the classroom and advising Bethel EDD dissertations, but she
prefers teaching in the field. For over 35 years Pauline has worked as an educational
ethnographer, traditional storyteller, and entrepreneur coach in the Middle East and
Southeast Asia.
Meredith Nyberg is an adjunct professor for Bethel University. She enjoys helping college
and seminary students to see connections between the Old and New Testaments, learning
the Word more deeply in order to draw closer to the Lord.
Chad Osgood currently serves as Dean of Business, Leadership, Health, and Social
Sciences in the College of Adult and Professional Students and the Graduate School, after
previously teaching in CAS. He is also a graduate of Bethel’s Athletic Training and EDD
programs.
Jeanine Parolini is MBA Program Director, Teaching Partner with the MBA, MASL,
CAPS, and Seminary, and a dissertation advisor for the EDD and Seminary. Bethany
House published her recent article, “Effective Christian Ministry Begins with Godly SelfLeadership.”
Dick Peterson is University Professor of Physics Emeritus. He has enjoyed 50 years of
teaching physics — including laser measurements of all sorts with students and colleagues.
He seeks to impact lives with fun labs and lecture demonstrations.
Dan Ritchie taught English at Bethel for 36 years, specializing in British literature of
the eighteenth century. He led many study abroad trips and spearheaded the effort to
establish Bethel’s four-course Humanities Program in 2002.
Matt Runion is Associate Dean of Christian Formation and Church Relations. He is a
Bethel Seminary graduate (‘03) and has worked at Bethel since 2000.

Robin Rylaarsdam serves Bethel as the University Provost. A molecular biologist by
training, she is a fellow of the American Scientific Affiliation, an organization at the
forefront of reconciling science and the Christian faith. Her most recent journal article
addressed the genetics of addiction from a Christian perspective.
Kristin E. Sandau is Professor of Nursing in CAS, CAPS, and GS, where her courses
include medical-surgical nursing, clinical, evidenced-based practice, and a study abroad
trip to Taiwan. Her work includes leading national practice standards for hospital ECG
monitoring.
Sara Shady is Professor of Philosophy and Co-Chair of the Department of History,
Philosophy, and Political Science. She publishes and presents on the topic of healthy
community engagement that bridges religious, cultural, and political divides, including
From Bubble to Bridge: Educating Christians for a Multifaith World (IVP, 2017).
Angela Shannon is Associate Professor of English in the College of Arts and Sciences,
where she specializes in literature and creative writing. The author of Singing the Bones
Together, she has published poetry in numerous anthologies and journals.
Marta Shaw is an adjunct professor of Educational Leadership and coordinates research
courses in the EDD program. She is currently on sabbatical at the Jagiellonian University
in Krakow, Poland, and collaborates in the creation and study of educational programs
attuned to human complexity.
Esther Shull is a senior at Bethel University, where she is pursuing a degree in History and
Digital Humanities with a minor in music. She works in Bethel’s ticket office and serves
as the social media TA for the Department of History, Philosophy, and Political Science.
Paula Soneral is Professor of Biological Sciences and teaches courses in cellular and
molecular biology.
Peter T. Vogt is Dean of Bethel Seminary. His research interests are in the Book of
Deuteronomy and the Pentateuch more broadly. He has published two books and several
scholarly articles. A former pastor, he continues to preach and teach in local churches.
Laura Wennstrom is an adjunct professor of Art and Design at Bethel University as well
as an adjunct professor of Art at Anoka-Ramsey Community College. She is a multidisciplinary artist-educator exploring second hand materials as it relates to redemption,
beauty, and equity.

Gloria Wiese is Adjunct Assistant Professor of Biblical Studies.
Brandon Winters is Associate Professor of Chemistry in CAS. He teaches Analytical
Chemistry and enjoys the work and process of developing new laboratory methods and
instrumentation. He regularly co-leads the Biology interim course in Ecuador and finds
great pleasure in sharing the experience with students.
Yu-li Chang Zacher is Associate Professor of Journalism in CAS. She teaches news
reporting, writing, editing, and ethics, coordinates internships for English and Journalism
majors, and co-leads a study abroad trip to Taiwan. Her research focuses on public opinion
and news framing, globalization of mass media, and journalism history.
Nick Zeimet is Assistant Professor of Social Work. He is a mental health professional with
over 12 years experience in psychotherapy and crisis work. He volunteers for Mt. Sinai’s
Human Rights Program and is generally interested in international humanitarian efforts
and domestic human rights and justice.

Abbreviations:
ARC: Academic Resource Center
CAPS: College of Adult and Professional Studies
CAS: College of Arts and Sciences
EDD: Doctor of Education program
GS: Graduate School
MASL: Master of Arts in Strategic Leadership program
MBA: Master of Business Administration program

